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Three Miracles or One?

BEYOND
HUMANITY'S LIMIT
figure, this time a Liberal
YET Democrat
ANOTHER
MP, hasPUBLIC
empathized
with the Palestinians by defending
suicide bombers. Jenny Tonge declared
that she understood why people resort
to blowing up innocent women and
children on buses and in cafes in Israel.
She said that had she lived in the
Palestinian territories held by Israel, she
might have become a suicide bomber
herself. But, she added, she of course
does not condone violence.
There is something particularly
irritating about British piety over the
Middle East because it ignores British
complicity in the whole wretched
disaster. Israel did not occupy
Palestinian

land

in

1967.

Israel

occupied part of Jordan which had,
with other Arab countries, attacked
Israel. Jordan, the creation of Britain,
was a largely arbitrary drawing of lines
on maps, with a monarchy imported by
the British. It was Britain which had
conspicuously failed in its Mandate
responsibilities,
failed
to
gain
agreement to plans to share the region
and failed in promises made to both
Jews and Arabs.
The writer, Bernice Rubens, in her
novel The Sergeant 's Tale explores an
aspect of the British-Jewish conflict.
In the last days of the discredited
Mandate, the Hagannah, later to
become the Israel Defence Force, is
resisting British efforts to turn back
shiploads of displaced persons,
survivors of the Shoah and put them in
camps on Cyprus. Menachem Begin's
much smaller Irgun militia is also
resisting but using more ruthless means
- the blowing up of the King David
Hotel and its British military
occupants, for instance. Members of
the lrgun are captured, tried and hung.
The Irgun capture two British
Sergeants, Intelligence Officers, hold
them in a cellar and threaten to kill

them if further hangings of Irgun
members take place. The British
hangings go ahead and so the two
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captured Sergeants are strangled by
Begin's men. Although the story is
narrated by the grandson of an Irgun
member, it is clear that Rubens, a
Booker Prize wimer, is on the side of
the Hagganah and highly critical of the
Jewish extremists. There are limits, she
says, to what may legitimately be done
as an act of resistance before the cause
itself becomes fatally damaged.
The novel carries strong echoes of a
short work by Nobel Peace Prize
wirmer, Elie Wiesel. Writing in 1961,
not long after his scarifying holocaust
testimony IVz.gfaf, Wiesel tells the story
of a British army captain kidnapped in
retariation for the capture of a young

human blood ...[commits the most
heinous crime]... for in the image of
God are all human beings made.
War is one of the great scourges of
humanity. It has become worse and
worse in the last 150 years as its

Jewish resistance figbter. If the
resistance fistter is hung, the British
army captain will be executed and his
chosen executioner is Elisha, a survivor
of the extermination camps.
On the closing page of Wiesel's
novella, Elisha executes the sergeant
whose dying word is Elisha's own
name. At that moment, Elisha realises
that he has killed himself and that the
face he can discern in a tattered
frogment of dalhaess is his own.
Wiesel's courage is staggering.
Wiesel, like Elicha, was a young Shoah

But does that make every form of
self-defence and every act of

sLHvivor.Thecauseisjustandthevictim,
a soldier in the enemy army. Yet the

result of the execulon is still suicide and
darhaess. We are reminded of a passage
from classical Iatbinic literature:
Scripture tells us that whosoever
spills blood, Scripture imputes it to
them as if they Lad diminished the
image of the Divine Ruler. The matter
is comparable to a ruler of flesh and
blood who entered a city and erected
icons and inages and stamped coins
with the ruler's image on them. After a
time, they pushed down the icons,
smashed the images and destroyed the
coins, and thereby diminished the
image of the ruler. Therefore
whosoever spills blood, Scripture
imputes it to them as if they had
diminished the image of the Divine
Ruler, as it is written, whosoever sheds

pervasive effects have drawn in more
and more soldiers and affected
civilians still more widely. The

application of scientific advances to
warfare has radically increased the
destructiveness and potential for mass
death. Yet the prospect of ending war
is as remote as ever and there is no
doubt that self-defence and resistance
to oppression is not only justified, but
ethically obligatory.

resistance morally acceptable? One
extremely brave Reform rabbi, Rabbi
Dr. Michael Hilton, has pointed out
that one can read the story of Samson
who pulls down the temple of Dagon
on his own head, killing himself and
all of the occupants as justification for
the suicide killing of innocent civilians.
But, he goes on, Jewish tradition has
not read it that way and Jews who have

plenty of experience of the need for
self-defence and resistance to
oppression have never suggested that
absolutely anything is justifiable if the
situation is sufficiently intolerable.
Wiesel's novella is all too sadly
ignored, for it constructs the moral
dilemma in its most acute form. Wiesel
is not unsympathetic or lacking in
understanding of Elisha. But he tells
him that by his act of reprisal he has
killed himself and consigned himself
to darkness. Jenny Tonge was
absolutely right to sympathize with the

plight of Palestinian mothers and
children. But she would have been
much better being understanding of
what suicide bombers do to
themselves, to their people, to the
innocent and to the image of God than
empathizing
with
a
cynically
orchestrated act of desperation which
can never be condoned or justified I

LEAD US BUT WHERE?
Rabbi Tory Bayfteld wrote a short piece fior
Reform Synagogue ne:wsletters on the subject Of
leadership and Israel. He irIvited responses.

We are now republishing an adaptation Of that short article
together with a number Of the replies that he received.

on the basis that Jews are good at

INEED
ADVICE,
AND I WORK
giving
advice.
They are hopefully better at it than
members of the Church of England.
For take their poor old Archbishop of
Canterbury. Nobody has any doubt that
his personal sympathies lie with the
not-to-be Bishop of Reading and with
the right of gays to play a full part in
the life of the Church. But he faces a
situation in which the Evangelicals in
this country and major parts of the
Anglican communion abroad are
prepared to secede from the Church of
England rather than concede gay
Bishops. What should he do? Should
he put deeply held principles first and
risk the collapse of the Church of
England? Or, should he put the Church
first and hope that time will allow hin
to move forward on the issue of gay
rights?

2

That is a genuine leadership
dilemma.
I am definitely not the Archbishop
of Canterbury and just as definitely not
the Chief Rabbi. But I am the

professional head of the British Reforin
Movement and one of its leaders. What
do I say on the subject of Israel?
I don't want us to take any particular
issue and I don't want you to try and
second guess what I would like to say.
But consider:
I.The leadership of the Jewish
community has a clear view that we
should always support Israel including the actions of the Israeli
Government - in public, because not
to do so would be to play into the
hands of Israel's enemies.
2. I can see what they mean. I was
reading an article recently in which
the author was arguing against the
legitimacy of zionism as an ideal and
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in favour of a single state of palestine
in which Jews were welcome to live,
as a minority. He quoted all sorts of

Jews in favour of his argument -from
Amos Oz and Avraham Bung right
through to Jonathan Sacks. What one
says can, unwittingly, be seized upon
by one's enemies. Critics, say, of the
Sharon Government can find
themselves in bed with some
unappealing partners.
3. The Reform Movement is a broad
church, if you will pardon the
expression, when it comes to Israel.
There is no consensus. The Assembly
of Rabbis is occasionally able to
make a statement but finds it
impossible to respond quickly. I arm
absolutely sure that RSGB Council
would find it really hard to agree on
a public statement that was
distinctive enough and interesting
enough to be worthy of publication
and public attention.
So we don't say much. We haven't
commented on ``the wall/security
fence", for instance. Are we wise or
are we failing in our responsibilities?
Should we be public advocates or
measured critics? Is my relative silence
sensible
discretion
or
moral
cowardice?

'J-i

NO NEED
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organisation which cuts across political
divides.

Robin Crammer
Beit RIal Yisrael

Wilson are common in 77!e Eve7zz.7zg

THE THREAT
TIME HAS COME \VHEN
it is legitimate to feel that
criticism of Israel in the press
and media has degenerated in many
cases into anti-Semitism. It has been a
slow and insidious process whereby
what at first seemed rational,
legitimate criticism of the state of
Israel's policies
against their

Palestinian neighbours has tuned into
images of Jews in general as being
vicious bullies out to gain power over
an impoverished people because Jews
are vengeful and unforgiving. I hope
that you also feel that it is time to call
on your congregants to protest
vigorously. Our voices need to be
raised in contrast to those that
increasingly clamour against us. I
expect that because of your work, you
may not have many opportunities to
listen to the radio, watcL television, or
read the majority of the newspapers. I
havethereforeselectedafewexamples
of media propaganda that will make it
apparent that we are indeed under
threat. There are plenty of others.
A few recent television docimientaries were beamed into thousands of
homes at peak viewing times.
• In The Road to A:rinageddon on th!e
88CbackinJune,DanCruickshank
accused Israelis of "subverting
Palestinian culture" by destroying
their historical sites.
• A recc5m± BBC

Correspondent

impossible for him not to involve
himself in issues concerning the

programme accused Israel of deliberately ldlling British journalists so

appointment of Bishops, particularly
where the criteria decided on for
appointment threaten the unity of the
Anglican communion. The appointment
of gay Bishops is an internal issue
which the Archbishop cannot ignore.
The relationship between the RSGB and
Israel is different. Whilst many Jews
feel passionately, critical or otherwise,
about Israel there is not an obligation
for the RSGB to pronounce. It is to some
degree an `extemal' issue. At times it is
healthy for religious organisations to
pronounce on external issues but the
case for doing so has to be made. So to
consider yourself possibly guilty of
`moral cowardice' scarcely seems fair.

that they can cover up Israeli

Jews in the UK don't lack avenues
for expressing their views on Israeli

`Cbrutality' towards Palestiniaus.

• The following week, BBcjoumalist
Jeremy Bowen broadcast his
sympathy for terrorists or, as he
stated, `Cthose that the Israelis call

terrorists".
• On a Simday lunchtine ITV programme, we witnessed Claire Short
vilifying Israel with "chairman"
Jonathan Dimbleby cleverly cutting
off speakers who tried to be more
balanced towards Israel.
The build-up of racial hatred against
Jews is present in much of the material
against Israel in all parts of the British
press and media.
• This

is

clearly

seen

in

7lfee

politics. It is unclear that the RSGB
needs to become another channel,

lndapendent where Sbarou is seen
as eating a Palestinian baby, an
image that could have come out of

particularly when it is a religious

Dz.e SZz/7773er, the Nazi newspaper of
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the 1930s.

• Anti-Semitic - there is no better
word for it because of their
vindictive nature - articles by AN

Standard.
• The ITC accused Jews of an
"orchestrated campaign" against a
Pilger programme
when
116
individuals wrote in to complain
about its bias and lies against Israel.
•

27ze G#czrc7z.cz# accused the Chief

Rabbi, seen as the representative of
the Jewish people, of telling lies.
• Frorr+ The New Scientist to
Architects Weekly, a,rt±c\es ha.ve

appeared showing Israel as the
aggressor.
• Panels on Radio 4's W7o"cz7? 's fJoc/r

justified suicide bombers as a valid
answer to Israeli aggression as did
those on Radio 2's Wrogr72.

• Cherie

Blair

made

a

speech,

sympathizing with suicide bombers,
at a charity for a Palestinian medical
aid organisation chaired by Arafat's
brother.
• A Professor at Leicester University
"explained" the Arab Israel conflict,
and told Radio 4 listeners that "Jews
were the flrst suicide bombers in
Roman times" so the Arabs must
have leamt it from the Jews.
• On lst October, BBC's Ivewsro"72d,

the
children's
news
service,
manipulated children into feeling
hatred towards Israel and the Jews
because the fence "prevents the

poor Palestinian from going to
Bethlehem".
Apart from images on television,
children have also been affected by
misleading information in Geography
GCSE textbooks. Fiction books like 4
tittle Piece of Ground dy T3:Xlza;teeth
Laird are published promoting hatred
against Israel. Lett's diaries still do not
list Israel although all the other
countries are listed.
Most British Jews do not want to
take personal action against this buildup of hatred for Israel and its people.
Zionist education, in my generation, is
woefully inadequate to meet the
challenges faced today when our
history is being revised before our very
eyes. Many Jews, including myself,
have no recollection of the destruction
of Jews in Europe or the indoctrination
and propaganda that preceded it.
Current propaganda hasn't quite
reached those proportions yet, but that
is precisely why we must protest
against it now.

Lynette Ordman
Radlett and Bushey
continued on next page
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SPEAK UP
REFORM MOVERENT IS
a "broad church." Period.About
everything. During the same sex
colnlnitment ceremony boo-ha, I tried to
deal with that by producing a statement
whichconsistedofamajorityopinionand
a minority opinion. One of my teachers
confirmed that that was a good,
"traditional", in fact Mishnaic way of

going about things. The statement was
rejected out of hand, I believe on the
assumption that we had to arrive at a
consensus. Or possibly because it was
simply too clear. We will never arrive at
aconseususaboutsomethings,and1think
it would be just as well to recognize that
and find some way(s) to acknowledge it.
Do we have to speak with one voice in
order to ``qualify" as a "Movement"? If
that is the case then we'd best go back to
being a federation of synagogues, which
would be more honest.
On a much grander scale, and much
more dramatically, the "Anglican
Communion" is in a similar situation. It
is not one church, and it is culturally,
sociologically, politically, theologically

preposterous to insist that it is. Not to
mention plain illusory. If the Archbishop of Canterbury is as clever as
everyone says he is then he ought to
have noticed that. There have been
schisms in "the church" before, and presumably will be again. What can it mean
to opt for a kind of spurious unity at the

price of integrity? If it wasn't a gay
Bishop it would/could have been something else. A woman Bishop, perhaps.
I don't think we do, or can, speck
with one voice. And I don't see why we
should. Anything written that comes
into the public domain can, and
probably will, be "used". I'm not sure
that's a reason not to speak, if the
occasion for having to speak is
sufficiently compelling. Here is
something that Audre Lourde, the
American black lesbian poet, now
prematurely dead from cancer, said in a
book of essays: "In becoming forcibly
and essentially aware of my mortality,
and of what I wished and wanted for my
life, however short it might be, priorities
and omissions became strongly etched
in a merciless light, and what I most
regretted were my silences. Of what had
I ever been afraid?"

Rabbi Sheila Shulman
Beit RIal Yisrael

and representation. The latter is
straightforward once the general
consensus within a community is
established. If it were to be based on
your observation that "within the
Reform Movement there is no
consensus" one should not be surprised
if nothing has been said. Giving
direction is a more complicated matter.
Here there are many parameters
involved, both in relation to the
principles and objectives of the group
as well as the personalities and talents
of its leadership. Sticking to the view
that the leadership of the Jewish
community "should always support
Israel - including the actions of the
Israeli Government - in public" is a
noble one and perhaps even the most
logical thing to do, but too often people
mistakenly take criticism for lack of
loyalty. This is not only not true but also
very much against the Jewish tradition
of learning and debate. I'm of the
opinion that the above indicated view
of the leadership does not intrinsically
mean that the British Reform
Movement shouldn't find it opportune
to discuss this issue in the open within
the community. What about the people
that are looking for direction on this
issue, who like to know the standpoint
from a Reform point of view. You made
a reference to "Responsibility" and
"Morality", sure enough there is
something to be said.
So, should such a discussion take
place in the "open"? I think it should
and I also think it can. We are living
in an open society, which has proven
time and again that it can deal with
internal disputes and dissent whilst
still keeping one line towards the
outside. By the same token the RSGB
Council should have no problems in
expressing their views in their
dialogue with Israel. As for the
"outside world", I think it's more

important that we show that we are
able to "close ranks" at times when it
really counts, rather than turning a
blind eye to the actions of the Israeli
Government and be ignored as a voice
of relevance. This will definitely be
easier after ample discussion and
dialogue has taken place whether in
the "open" or not.

Steven Sandelowsky
Hendon Reform Synagogue

HUMAN RIGHTS

OPEN
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Speak out about any nation that
commits acts of cruelty. We have always

believed that as Jews especially we must
speak out where there is injustice whoever is involved and whatever the
Cause.

Stella and Ivor Lightman
Cardiff New Synagogue

REGAL SILENCE

EIE;el:e:en:s:b:e::ce:se4pT:¥

well with this kind of thing.

Jackie King-Cline
Finchley Reform

SILENCE
HOLD REFORM/LIBERAL
Judaism in the highest esteem - it
is my greatest love. However, I
must say that I feel so disheartened by

IDEAFENING

the leadership's deafening silence
regarding Israel. Whilst appreciating the

predicament the RSGB finds itself in, I
believe to keep silent is to be complicit
in the demonisation of Israel.
Jacqueline Tommasini

Finchley Reform

S, YOU SHOULD SPEAK
ut and yes you will
robably annoy sectors of the
"my people right or wrong" crowd and

YANNOY

yes some of what you say will be taken
out of context and help our enemies. But
we have to try and do what is right for
Israel and I do not believe that we do
that with blind support and silence on
its wrongdoing.
I have two huge concerns:
1. The longer Israel pursues the sort of
State terrorism it has been
demonstrating, it not only loses the
moral and international argument, it
also confuses itself about what it is
doing. It no longer sees that its
actions are directly leading to the
death of its own citizens not
protecting them.
2.The longer Diaspora Jews keep
silent or support immoral actions,
the more we harden the increasing
identi fication o f Jew=I sraeli=Zionist
and this is in danger of leading to a
widening of the Palestine-Israel
tension to a Jew-Muslim tension
which inevitably will lead to a
murderous outrage against Diaspora

Jews - which presumably for the
Jewish hardiiners means murdering
Muslins in retaliation.
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You have asked us not to comment
on content but for the avoidance of
doubt please be clear that I support
Israel and Israelis. I have no doubt as
to which is the most democratic and
"nicest" regime in the Middle East and

and that there is a diversity of culture
and "belief" amongst Jews just as there
is in the other great religions.
Jon Pentel

Muslims.
I require an answer to this letter.

Berry Phillips
West London Synagogue

Kol Chai Hatch End
Jewish Community

I blame Palestinians at least equally -

and Yasser Arafat a lot - for what has
happened.

INDEFENSIBLE

I STAND FIRM

Matthew de Lange
Bromley

R;e:aotian¥=Ta?::1s-:sox::be¥ur
DANGERS
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misgivings about the present policy of
the Government in Israel but I do not
think it necessary or wise for you to
promulgate an official RSGB line in
fora which might/will be seized upon
by Israel's enemies to further their
campaigns.
I also take great exception to Matthew
de Lange's statement that Israel uses
State Terrorism (a provocative statement
if ever there was one) and that both sides
are equally to blame. My view is that the
Palestinians are 90% plus to blame (does
Israel ever deliberately target imocent
civilians?) and that if the aim of the
Palestinians were not to drive Israel into
the sea there would be no need for
settlements, walls or military action from
Israel's side.

To summarise, I cannot see why you
have to "Speak Out" with an RSGB
line and can see dangers in doing so.

David Barnett
Bromley

1. We have choices -either to live as
Jews in the UK or Israel. Also, we
can be Reform, United or any other
adherence. We have chosen to live

in the UK as members of the Refomi
community. Whether you like it or
not you are our "chief" Rabbi. We
categorically owe no allegiance to
Jonathan Sacks and the United
Synagogue. The Reform Movement
and you must not fudge this issue.
2. Israel expects from the Diaspora a.
our money b. our children c. our
lobbying. However Israel will not
accept ourjustifiable criticism of its

Govenment.
3.We would expect the Reform
movement to be mature and brave
enongch to publicly criticize Israeli
Governments' poHcies and actions
regarding the peace process.
4. Reform must help create a clinate in
which open critieism is not seen as
betrayal. The argument that we
carmot overtly criticize because it
plays into the hands of Israel's and
Jewry's enemies leaves us with no
moral authority. We cannot, must
not, defend the indefensible.
Ben Cohen
West London Synagogue

CONDEMN
actions are not easily
continued
MANYdefensible
OF i.e.
ISRAEL'S
building of settlements in the West Bank
and Gaza as well as some of the more
extreme actions against Palestinians.
However the campaign of "suicide"
bombings is abhorrent and intolerable
and Israel has the right to defend itself
against this by any means.
RSGB should roundly condemn all
operations against civilians and
specifically suicide bombings. Since
you say Jews should present a united
front at all times then it is appropriate
for RSGB to do so.
It would be useful to speck out more,
as the profile of RSGB is lower than
Ian Duncan Smith's was in the public
mind. It would help to show people in
this country that the Chief Rabbi does
not speak for, nor represent, all Jews
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HAVE ALWAYS CONSIDERED
myself very much ``middle of the
road" regarding where I stand on

AM FUMING. V\7E ARE lh7ELL

aware that you are not the

IRESIGN
Archbishop of canterbury and that
wearenotatthemomentdiscussingthe
issues of gays, even thoust there are
lots of Jewish gays -lesbians too.
We are talking and thinking and
praying for Israel and its people and
indeed the whole problem that Jews
are facing now, worldwide, with the
horrendous rise of anti-Semitism.
As a Jew and head of British
Reform, you should read up your
history. Then, if you are still wondering
what to do - resign.
You make me sick to my very soul,
and indeed ashamed to be a member of
VETS.

Speak up for Jews, speak up for
Israel, or go and join the Council for

religious issues as well as Israel. After
I read your article, I opened a letter from

someone whom I do not know very well
and read a paper he had sent me.
The Holocaust is not an unfamiliar
subject for me but I have rarely been as
much moved as when I read his story.
It strengthened my stance that we must
all stand flrm in our support of Israel
even if we may be critical on certain
issues. I also feel equally strongly that
there cannot, and must not, be a Refomi
viewpoint (or a viewpoint from any
other religious branch of the Jewish
community, for that matter) on this
subject.

Ernest D Bello
West London Synagogue

SUPPORT

Boa:::T:::;u%T::a::::S::e:nh¥g

Israel when there is the biased coverage
it gets so often in the media and from
Jews whose real target, I believe, is
America. These people cannot forgive
the US for winning the battle with
communism and socialism, but they
cannot really hope to bring down
America. But if they can damage Israel

-and they think they have a much better
chance of doing that -then to the extent
they are successful they will humiliate
America. And what a marvelous
opportunity Israel-bashing gives for
some of the residual anti-Semitism still
to be found in Europe and elsewhere to
be expressed under the cover of
humanitarian concern for the
Palestinians.
I also believe that many Jewish
critics of Israel have a guilty
conscience about its very existence,
seeing
it
as
having
caused
displacement and suffering to the
original Arab inhabitants - it didn't
have to, but the Arab attack on Israel at
its moment of birth made the suifering
inevitable, and Arab actions have
prolonged it, sometimes deliberately as
a propaganda ploy. These Jewish
critics would like to return to the status
gwo a#fe, but can't square that with
continued on next page
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their other realisation that Israel came
about as a matter of necessity following
hundreds of years of persecution, when
it became clear that relying on the
tolerance of other peoples and nations
for our very existence was an illusion.
We had to have the means to defend
ourselves,
especially
after
the
Holocaust - the ultimate betrayal.
Without the successful creation of
Israel, I believe we would have been
too disheartened to survive as a people.
Defending Israel does not mean not
criticising Israel, but it does mean
being prepared to give Israel the benefit
of the doubt when there is a dispute
over events. It means demanding to
hear both sides' full account of what
has taken place at any time, and not
accepting a long statement from a
Palestinian spokesman replete with
unsubstantiated allegations, followed
by a couple of sentences fi.om an Israeli
official or an equally brief report from
a reporter or newscaster.
Islamic clerics comlnent frequently
on what's happening, and indeed -as
we know only too well - often
encourage violence against Israelis
and against Jews. If they can speak
out, why cannot rabbis also do so? If
Jonathan Sacks could speak out in
support of Israel at the Trafalgar
Square rally, why the silence from the
Reform Movement? I think tbe
Refoml Rabbinate will be failing in
its responsibilities if it remains silent
and gives no public support to Israel.
Israel is perceived as stronger than
its enemies. I pray that it is; and let us
recognize that the strong are not
always wrong. I think that many
rabbis are unwilling to confront the
reality that Israel is facing enemies
who wish to implement their own final
solution to their Jewish problem,
because facing that reality means
moving from the middle ground and
indeed from the prophetic/rabbinic
tradition of criticising the Jewish
community
for
its
perceived
shortcomings, to one of saying that
Jews may have to use force to defend
themselves and may be justified when
it is necessary to do unpleasant things
to enemies who are bent on their
destruction. I think the Reform
Movement should examine its
priorities, and move to make a positive
contribution to the debate.
As part of this process, I suggest that
the RSGB should:
a) Come out with a statement of basic
principles about the conflict. I know
full well that there are many
viewpoints but I would hope that
there would be agreement on the

following points:
1. The State of Israel has the right to
exist as a Jewish state within
viable and secure boundaries.
2. The Palestinian people have a
right to their own State, provided
that the constitution of that State
includes irrevocable acceptance

Shattila massacres, or an odious plan
like the "wall/security fence" I would
like you to speak on my behalf, perhaps
better able than me to bring some sound
Reform Jewish thinking to a
challenging problem.
Daniel Meyer
West London Synagogue

of 1. above.

3. The boundaries and security of
both Israel and the future
Palestinian state must be agreed
by mutual negotiation between
the two communities and
recognized
by
Israel's
neighbours and by the wider
intemational community.
4. Any promises and/or agreements
made during negotiations, either
as measures facilitating the
process of negotiation, or as
written into the establishment of
borders and other diplomatic

protocols, whether made by
parties directly involved or
indirectly involved, must be
scrupulously honoured both in
respect of pledged time and
content.
5. The incitement of hatred, warfare
and terrorism against the other
side by leaders, officials and
individuals of the Jewish and
Arab worlds, and particularly by
religious leaders, must cease
forthwith. Such behaviour should
be outlawed, by legal sanctions if
necessary.
6. During what are bound to be
difficult and prolonged negotiations, each side should refrain
from demands or behaviour
which it can be foreseen will
compromise the negotiations,
and ensure by suitable control
mechanisms that this restraint is
practised by organisations and
individuals in their respective
constituencies.

David Franklin
Bromley

ODIOUS WALL
me is that yes you must say
something.
When theFROM
Israeli
THE SHORT
ANSWER

Government acts in a way that is
morally indefensible we should speak
out. It must in the end be a matter of
degree. It may be that we sensibly
choose to keep silent over relatively
minortransgressionsforthereasonsyou
already outlined but when the Israeli
Government is guilty of an atrocity e.g.
their tacit complicity in the Sabra and

KEEP FAITH

AiL:i::o;:e:tt:l¥:;e¥:¥o:I;t::
heard outside our places of worship.
Within the Jewish community we have
organisations advising us on business
ethics,
medical
ethics,
family
relationships but when it comes to moral
issues affecting Israel it seems to be left
to caring individuals, many of them
unconnected
to
any
religious
organisations, to speak out .
In the 1960s Brian Glanville

brought down the wrath of the Jewish community on his head by
publishing a novel 717ze Bcz#fr7-#pfs

which portrayed Jews in rather unflattering (but not untruthful) ways.
Rather than admitting that Glanville
had correctly identified some very
real moral failings, the Jewz.s%
Cfero#z.c/e's columns were full of
people berating the author for giving
ammunition to anti-Semites. The
present situation vis-a-vis Israel is far
more serious but I don't think the com-

parison is unfair. Should we criticize?
Should we always say - except behind
closed doors and among trusted friends
- that whatever Israel does is right
and we will support her right or
wrong. Or should we ask ourselves
which Israel or which Israelis do we
support? Is it the Israeli pilot who
refuses to go on a mission to bomb
civilians and risks his career and
livelihood to stand trial for his
convictions? Or is it the ultra orthodox settler who lives on the West
bank, and whose children in the safety
of the );es fez.vof are excused from risking their lives in the IDF ? Is it Avrum
Burg who speaks out for the peace
campaigners or the members of his
father-in-law's synagogue who have
ostracized him for daring to translate
Avrum Burg's article for the French
papers? "For evil to succeed, it just
requires good people to do nothing."
"For the lips of a priest should faith-

fully speak knowledge so that people
look to him for instruction."

Thena Heshel
and Michael Kendall
Totnes
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there will be - on both sides of the
fence". Devastating also, was Rabbi
Tony Bayfield's Editorial entitled
`Bleak' ,long extracts from which were
reprinted in the Jewz.s% Cfero7zz.c/e.

Dr Malik, of course, acknowledged
this soul-searching which is taking

i/VE NEED RESPECT
In MANNA 8+ we published an extensive essay by the
Oxf;ord-based Muslin academic, Dr Iftilthar Malik. So
interesting was the essay and so inportant was the subject
matter - Judeophobia, Islc[mophobia, Israel, the future of the
Jewish people and inlerncalonal peace - that we asked two
distinguished Je:wish coryrmentators to respond.

LISTEN
Jeffrey Newman
anger, bitterness - how
do HURT,
we deal RESENTMENT,
with such feelings
PAIN,
when we are confronted by them, as we
all are, from time to time? Before
tackling the particular issues of Jews,
Muslims, and anti-Semitism as raised
in Dr Iftikhar Malik's Review Essay in
MANNA, let's think more generally.
Strong feelings are difficult to deal
with. The word ``emotion" means
``moving out" and we are therefore

touched and caught up in the emotions
of others. Often they arouse in us
equally strong feelings and we may
find ourselves responding in a variety
of ways. We may defend ourselves by
self-justification, or excuse. We may
counter-attack. We may wallow in guilt
or self-despair. We may try to deal
rationally, and often irrelevantly or
unhelpfully, with the flood.
All these are strategies of the
moment. They may increase or
diminish the intensity of the other's
outpourings. As parents, as employers
or employees, in a court or counselling
room, we may respond differently,
attempting to be appropriate to the
situation. Sometimes, our attempt to
calm the other person can be
exasperating and anger can turn to

violence as frustration grows. If we
ourselves feel guilty or insecure, our
ability to receive and deal with the
feelings of others is lessened.
Invariably, however, we need to listen,
to be aware of what is going on both in
ourselves and in the other, before
responding.
It is with these thoughts and feelings
that I read Dr Malik's article. I was
exhausted by its outpourings, savaged
by its criticism, made breathless by the
incessant quality of its complaints. The
recognition of Jewish pain and
suffering contained in the opening
colulrms merely increased my sense of
shock as I read the later argumentative
onslaught. Anger, pain, bitterness, hurt,

resentment - they were all there,
beneath modernist rationality and
logic, contained in MANNA - oa/r
magazine ! What chutzpah to write such
an article for us! But, what an issue of

MANNA this was - with three major
articles, each illustrating the long-temi
centrality for us, Diaspora Jews, of
what is happening in Israel. As well as
Dr Malik's article was Charlotte
Halle's sensitive piece on the "wall" or
"fence" with its conclusion that "the

longer it takes for a peace settlement to
be reached. . .the more bereaved parents

place in the Jewish world and stressed,
with honesty that, "like Jews, Muslims
need to rediscover the universalism and
egalitarianism of their heritage in the
true spirit of celebratory pluralism". It
is not at the level of words but of
actions that we must respond. Dr
Siddiqui, the Chair of the Muslim
Parliament in Britain, recently attended
a joint meeting of the Reform
Assembly of Rabbis and the Liberal
Conference of Rabbis and together we
will be encouraging interchange
between synagogues and mosques,
between imams and rabbis. This
follows much long-term work done by
the Leo Baeck College - Centre for
Jewish Education, the Maimonides
Foundation and the Three Faiths
Forum.
Such work is vital, as the structures
of civilized society crash all around
and suspicion and insecurity increase.
We live now under the watchful eyes
of surveillance cameras all around; we
endure longer and longer queues and
more intrusive searches whenever we
wish to fly; and our synagogues and
Jewish schools are ghettoes once again.
If it is difficult for us Jews, just watch
those who are invariably (and understandably?) "selected" for the most
intensive searches. Increasingly, Muslims feel unsafe - picked on both by
race and religion. In the depths of our
souls, we know that feeling - and the
rage, frustration, anger, bitterness and
pain that is engendered. So we read Dr
Malik's article with empathy.
But always we must face the issues
of Israel and the Middle East and
whatever our individual feelings, as
Rabbi Dr Jonathan Magonet has
pointed out, we inevitably do so as
"ambassadors
of our people",

attempting to ensure that we
represent their interests as far as we
are able and not wishing to sever our
contact with their needs. If we are
courageous and take a longterm view
beyond bloodshed and walls; if we
listen to the cries of the prophets
who, speaking in the name of God,
call out for justice, then we may
become involved in important or
symbolic work (sometimes dismissed
as "gesture" politics) which points
the way into a positive future. Some
of us may try to distinguish what we
might say privately and publicly but,
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in the end, the distinction is probably
untenable and many of us therefore
remain silent - while properly
cursing those who remained silent at
the time of our destruction. That
MANNA has not done so is a tribute
to its sagacity .
RABBI JEFFREY NEWMAN I.a Co#s'w//cz#f
to the RSGB Assembly Of Rabbis and Director of
the Rabbinic Development Foundation

FACTS
Henry Grunwald
despise lslamaphobia. I despise

racism inANTI-SEMITISM.
any fom. I believe thatI
IDESPISE
Dr Malik shares those views. However,
what I find equally despicable is that
much of the current wave of antiSemitism that we are now experiencing
throughout Europe and elsewhere is
fuelled by elements within the Muslim
world. In his essay, Dr Malik does not
appear to accept that, and, until he and
other Muslim thinkers and politicians
accept that conclusion, unpalatable
though it may be, I fear that the problem
will only increase.

The Board of Deputies of British
Jews wants to work with the Muslim
community in this country to our
mutual benefit and to the benefit of
wider British society. Jews have lived
in the United Kingdom since the
1650s. The Board of Deputies was
founded in 1760. We have a wealth of
experience, which we are happy to
share with other faith and minority
communities who have not lived here
for so long.

I firmly believe that the only way to
achieve lasting peace in our troubled
world is for all people on earth to learn
to respect each other. I use the word
"respect" as opposed to the oft-used
word "tolerance", as the latter always
seems to me to have unpleasantly
patronising undertones. As a Jew, I
want to be treated with respect and not
merely tolerated. I expect all people of
all faiths and of none to be treated in
the same way. I try and deal with all
others in the same way, and I want to
assure Dr Malik that, in responding to
his essay, I am not seeking to
"scapegoat" Muslims in any way. I
agree with the passage in his last
paragraph where he states that "Jews
and Muslims, especially in Diaspora,
must rise to face common challenges
of violence rather than scapegoating
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each other." However, attributing part
of the cause of increased anti-Semitism
to elements within the Muslim world,
is not "scapegoating" anyone. It is
merely stating an unpleasant fact. No
Jew has walked through the streets of
Birmingham, Manchester or London
distributing leaflets saying ``Kill the
Muslims". Dr Malik should be aware
that leaflets saying "Kill the Jews"
have been handed out by Muslims in
each of those cities and others.
In his essay, Dr Malik takes issue
with Mike Whine's assertion that "an
increasingly blatantly anti-Semitic
Arab and Muslim media...help to
create such an environment (of
increasing anti-Semitism)". I repeat
and expand upon that assertion. He
states that C`The Muslim television
channels... avoid passing racist
comments". Ifonly that were sol I refer
bin to the recent Egyptian television
se;fie;s Rider Without A Horse, which
portrays as fact the Protocols of the
Elders of Zion, a Tsarist secret police
forgery from the end of the nineteenth

century. I refer bin to the programme
£4J-Sfaczzczf (The Diaspora), a Syrian

produced series broadcast on A1Manar, a Hizbollah television station,
which is also based on the Protocols,
and which, on 18 November 2003,
repeated the Mediaeval blood libel of

Jews initiating the murder of a
Christian boy to drain his blood for
making Matzah to eat on Passover.
And if he wants to contact me, I can,
unhappily, refer bin to countless other
examples of purely anti-Semitic
material. When dealing with the
transfer of the blood libel to the Arab
world, he further states that
"responsible (Arab) media offering

stories of Jews killing Muslim and
Christian children for their ceremonies
is not a tested fact". He cleady hasn't
read the Sandi government newspaper,
4J Zzz.j;.adfa, which, in March 2002,

descrfeed how Jews slaughter a nonJewish boy and use his blood to bake
cakes.

His essay was whtten before the
tragic events of last November in
Istanbul - four homicide bombings,
perpetrated by one or more Islamist
groups, on two distinctly Jewish targets
and two distinctly British targets.
Turkey was clearly selected as a target
because of its good relations with both
Israel and its own Jewish community.
The essay was also whtten before
the Malaysian Prime Minister's
appalling anti-Semitic speech at the
opening of the Islamic Summit
Conference in Putrajaya on 16 October.
"They invented and successfully

promoted Socialism, Communism,
Human Rights and Democracy so that
persecuting them would appear to be
wrong, so that they may enjoy equal
rights with others. With these, they
have now gained control of the most
powerful countries and they, this tiny
community, have become a world
power".
``The Europeans killed six million
Jews out of 12 million. But today the
Jews rule this world by proxy. They
get others to fight and die for them."
Your readers will recall these
contemptible passages from Prime
Minister Mahatir's speech to the
opening of the Islamic Summit in
Malaysia. What is even more
contemptible is that his speech was
greeted with a standing ovation from

each and every one of the more than
fifty Heads of State and/or political
leaders present. I trust that Dr Malik
would join me in condemning
Mahatir's words, but both he and I
would have waited in vain for any
words of condemnation from any of
the countries present at that Sulnmit.
On the contrary, Mahatir was praised
for his speech throughout the Muslim
world. Yemen's foreign minister said
he agreed entirely with his Malaysian
colleague, adding "Israelis and Jews
control most of the economy and media
in the world". The Egyptian foreign
minister called the speech a very, very
wise assessment. Can Dr Malik not see
the effect of such language on Muslim/
Jewish relations? He may recall tha`t
similar language was used by Hitler.

The history of the twentieth century
teaches us that failing to acknowledge
that such words and attitudes are
dangerous and harmful leads to events
that, I am sure, Dr Malik would roundly
conderm.
I want a Muslim/Jewish dialogue to
continue in this country. I have no
doubt that the vast maj ority of Muslims
in this country want no more than to
live their lives in peace and security,
able to practise their religion as is their
right. The Jewish community shares
that desire. We want to work together
with the Muslim community to protect
and defend our religious rights. That
task is not made any easier by an
unwillingness on the part of Muslim
leaders to accept what I have described
above as " the unpalatable conclusion"
that the current wave of anti-Semitism
in Europe and elsewhere is at least in

part fuelled by elements within the

Muslim world .
HENRY GRUNWALD QC I.sr f%e Presz.cJe#f a/
the Board Of Deputies of British Jews.

demonstrated the one skyscraping fact
about the Jews who have come out of
the former Soviet Union in the past 12
years. They know nothing about
Judaism. They cannot tell Shabbat
from yon/ov, or kosher from frez/e.
And I do not in the least blame them
for that, no more than I blame my great
aunt Helene for being stripped naked
and pushed into a gas chamber in the
Auschwitz satellite of Izbica in that
October or November of 1942.
Until I started working among them,
I had not realised that the Soviet
Communists had wiped out Judaism as
ruthlessly and relentlessly as the Nazis
had exterminated Jews physically. That
extermination is, so far, one of the
unwhtten chapters of Jewish history in
the twentieth century.
The Soviets used two instruments
for this spiritual murder. Firstly, they
denied Jews the physical means of

STAL.N'S
LAST CHALLENGE -

TURNING SOVIET ATHEISTS

BACK INTO JEWS
William Wolff

"S

HANAH TOVAH, REBBE. SAID
my beaming congregant, the only
one who s%oc4/es his way
through every service. I took his
outstretched hand, but did not return his
wishes. For how, without humiliating
him, could I tell him that was not the
greeting for Seder night?
Nine months on, it is Shabbat and
December 27. My Rostock congregation had arranged a day camp for
teenagers throughout that week. On
Shabbat moming they wanted me to do
something with them in the service. So
as the Torah scroll came out of the
Ark, I asked them on to the Bz.77!cz% and

for the next ten minutes showed them
how they could tell it was handwritten
and not printed, and how much more
durable the parchment was than paper.
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I tried to tear it for them, held my
breath, and it did not.

An hour later two of them, both
around 14 or 15, were in the hall as I
was leaving the building. "That was

most interesting, Rabbi," said one of
the boys, "thank you so very much."
And then I could see how he was
combing his brain to find something
else nice to say to me. Suddenly his
face lit up, and he had found it. "And
happy Christmas to you, Rabbi." He
had no idea that Christmas was not a
Jewish festival, that the Christian
festival was now over and in the wider
culture in which he now lived, that
greeting was locked back in its
invisible store for the next eleven
months.
The boy and the grey haired man

passing on their heritage. In the second
part of the twentieth century the three
million Jews who were then living in
the Soviet Union were served by one
rabbi, the Chief Rabbi of Moscow.
What can one rabbi do for three
million, without teachers, cantors,
circumcisers or ritual slaughterers, who
were not allowed to be trained, and if
trained, were not allowed to exercise
their professions? There was no escape
from this material asphyxia. When I
was with Chief Rabbi Immanuel
Jakobovits on his nine-day visit to
Soviet Jews in December 1975, the
head of the Moscow community,
Tandetnik, told us he needed extra land
for his cemetery. The authorities
refused to find him the money for a
purchase. So he thought of a way out.
Every year the Russian Orthodox
church lent him the money to buy the
flour for baking matzot to sell to the
community. So he would slightly raise
the price of the matzot, not merely to
repay the loan, but to get enough to
buy the land. That was fine by the
community, and they willingly paid up
their extra copecks. The moment the
Ministry of Religious Affairs got wind
of the ploy, they ordered Tandetnik to
hand over his profit. And .the extra
cemetery land remained unbought.
Worse was the watch on every
individual by the party and secret
police. To get anywhere in any field of
work, whether as head of a factory
section or a university hospital
department, you had to be a member of
the Communist Party. If anyone
reported to the local party committee
that you, the head of book-keeping in
the wood mills, or the senior
anaesthetist at the local hospital, were
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engaging in any religious activity, you
lost your party membership. Your job
was the next to go, and with it the
means both of a fulfilling working life,
and of feeding your family. And report
the singing of zemz.roz on Friday nights,
or the gathering of friends for a study
circle they did. For all walls had ears,
and all doors had eyes to see who
entered their neighbour's apartment.

former Soviet Union."
Since then nearly a quarter of a
million have come from those lands
into Germany on the Jewish ticket.
About half are halachically Jews, and
around 80,000 have joined Jewish
communities. They have done so to
assert their ethnicity which the antiSemitism in the Soviet Union and its

As my sfeocfa/I.7zg congregant told

me: "Vvhen I was a kid of four or five
my grandfather used to take me to the
synagogue. And then at six or seven I
joined the Komsomol, the party youth
organisation, and could no longer go
with him." And he did not go back to
shul until some sixty years later he
came to live in North East Germany.
And a woman around forty in my
Rostock congregation put it even more
explicitly: "My grandmother practised
her Judaism. My mother was a member
of the party -she had to be to keep her
job as head of the food analysis
laboratory in a big flour mill. And she
did not want to know about Judaism
and passed nothing on to me. So I now
just want my heritage back."
Yes, but not to the extent of putting
a strain on her marriage to a non-Jew.
So not strictly Sabbath observant, not
strictly kosher - he does like his pork
chops - and not so strictly as to exclude
every crumb of bread for a week at
Passover or get the Hebrew lettering
corrected on her mother's tombstone.
And certainly not so strictly as to come
to services every week.
And her wish to have her heritage meaning her religious heritage - back
is by no means universal. For the one
feature of Communism to which many
have stuck with the zeal of ajrz/77377?e7.

is atheism. Twice this past year I have
run Friday night services of which
teenagers have led the major share, led
many of the prayers in Russian, given
introductory talks, told rabbinic stories,
and preached with a verve and style
which I envied. And not one of their
parents came to hear them, even those
employed by the colrmunity. For they
are committed atheists, and would not
dream of coming to a religious service,
not even to support their children.
They are in Germany because some
twelve years ago Heinz Galinsky, then
head of the Central Council of Jews in
Germany, went to see Helmut Kohl,
the chancellor of the day, to tell him
that there were 28,000 Jews then living
in Germany. "That is not enough to
give Jews a future here," he insisted.
"If you want Jews to have a future

again in Germany," he requested, "then
please allow in migrants from the
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"That was most

interesting, Rabbi,"
sat,d one Of the

bays, "thank you
so very much."
And then I could
see how he

was combing his

brc[in to f tnd
something else
irice to say to me.

Suddenly his

f;ace I,it ap, and
he had f;ound it.
"Arld happy

Christmas to you,
RJabbi.„
Stalinist poliey of writing ethnic origin
into pasaports - yev7iey in the case Of

Jews - would not allow them to
discard. They join them also because
they offer some social and cultural life,
and because they regard them as
supplementary social service organs
who help them with German lessors,
possibly increasing their not
ungenerous allowances, and in my
region, sending interpreters with them
on their visits to doctors, hospitals, and
municipal and social security offices.
Only a tiny minority join them for
religious activity. In one of my towns

we have Friday night and Shabbat
moming services twice a month, and
get an attendance of between 30 and 60
on Friday night - out of a membership
of 700 - and 20 to 30 on a Shabbat
moming. And they get sandwiches and
cakes after every service. In the other
town attendances will not move above
15 to 20 so far, and barely more on
Yom Kippur.
To give them back even a fraction of
their heritage, they must be able to relate to the worship on offer to them.
That can only be achieved by conducting it on classic Refomi lines - not
longer than about an hour and a half,
except on Rosh Hashanah and Yom
Kippur, translations of the Torah reading before or after it is recited from the
scroll, and at least half the service conducted in the language they understand,
which for the foreseeable future will
remain Russian. My experience and
that of other non-Orthodox rabbis and
cantors, shows that such services do
attract modestly growing numbers.
They may also arouse an interest in
deeper study - so far in my area there
is minimal interest in regular Hebrew
or other classes. The tragedy for the
vast majority of Jews in Germany
today, whether recent arrivals or the
earlier 28,000, is that most of the
services on offer are in Hebrew only,
and attract minimal attendances.
The question raised by all of them is
whether Jewish life can be rebuilt on
synagogue services only. For the last
two and a half thousand years it has
rested on two pillars - the home and
the synagogue. Given the widespread
atheism, given the shoulder-shrugging
indifference to religion even where
there is no positive atheist commitment, and given the intermarriage
which will not abate - the current
German rate is 75 per cent -there is no
hope of bringing the practise of
Judaism back into most homes. So will
the synagogue alone be enough?
Neither my genes nor my training
have given me the skills of prophecy
and prediction. But both have blessed
me with the gift of faith. And I ani
certain that if, in fifty years time, I am
allowed a peek back to earth from
O/cz77t Hczbbcz, the Great Beyond, I shall

see Jewish life in Germany. And it will
be as different from anything I have
known in my German and Dutch
Jewish childhood, and my Anglo
Jewish teenage and adult years as a
Christmas pudding is from a
Matzokleis 1
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF, a /ormer j7l/eec
Street journalist, is a graduate Of Leo Baeck
College and Deputy Editor Of MANNA.
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QUHEN ANNH'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne in 1704
for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of England
was merged with the Ecclesiastical Commission in 1948 to
fomi the Church Commissioners. But the street which

proudly bears her name lives on, vigorously.
There are accountants, architects, solicitors, and surveyors all
practising their professions, all anxious to serve their clients
and to maintain the high standards which have come to be
associated with this well-preserved, dignified part of
Georgian London. We have practised here since 1951,
offering clients business management, investment guidance
and specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens, and the
calls for our professional help increase, reflecting the fiscal
and commercial complexities of the times: but the results
remain mutually rewarding.
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CAN

`SPIRI

UALITY/

BE MADE
ISH?
Bow Marmur
history as i]ze cgendles do. The
of spirituality in the autumn
2003 issue of MANNA
READINGTIHDESCRIP'IIONS
reminded me of the late Rabbi Ignaz
Maybaum, teacher of the previous
generation of Leo Baeck College
graduates. I surmise that he would have
raised his eyebrows at the statements
and I can imagine his disapproval of the
College offering courses in spirituality.
I can hear him ask: How does one pass
a test in the subject?
Reflecting on the words in Ezekiel
16:6, "Live in thy blood," Maybaum
asserted that they were spoken after
the first cfewrb¢#, the catastrophe
associated with the destruction of the
Jerusalem Temple in 586 BCE. The
second c%#7'bcz# occurred when the
Romans destroyed the Temple in
70CE. In Maybauln' s scheme of things,

commc[ndmeiti``I:iveintkyblood!"
ineans: lire as creatL[res Of God,

lire as tile Jgivis]z people, do not
live the apiritual tiff;e in which man
the creator cuts Jinisegf off from
creation. I;ire as a people, but live
asapeopleofGod.Itwasdiffere-rl:I
in the second chil]ifeam After the
dissaliltion Of the Maccabean state

apartoftlzeJewishpeople,the first
CJwistic[iis, stopped living as a
peopleandbegantoliveasmembers
Ofachurch.Spirit,notblood,makes
tl.eChTistian:spirit,atuninga[way
from t]ze human sitwtion, a leap Of

After the first chITina;rL the Jewish

man, the creature, into a
sup erhunan situation.I
Spirituality, then, is a Christian
creation.
Unlike
Judaism,
it
distinguishes between flesh and spirit.
That is why Hebrew doesn't even have
a word for it; the current term

peoplewasapeoplewithoutastate
andwithoutacountryandtherof;ore
dij:ferent from the gentiles. Yet it
was told by its prophet to live in

ruchaniysit, or ruchanius in its Ha.stdic
version, is of relatively recent origin.
Recognizing the temptation to imitate
the ways of Christianity and now also

the Holocaust is the third cfecfrb¢73:
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of Eastern practices, Maybaum warned
us against it. What happened after the
second cfez4rdcz7€ must not happen after

the third. Not alien disembodied
spirituality but Jewish affirmation of a
life of flesh and blood. This is the
Jewish way of turning the profane into
the holy. The affirmation of spirit over
flesh is devoid of tradition and
discipline, and stripped of sacrifice and
submission. It is a state of mind or
soul, not an activity, and therefore not
sufficiently Jewish.
A contemporary teacher of rabbis
concurs. Professor Michael Chemick
of the Hebrew Union College (HUC)
in New York accepts the broad
definition of Jewish spirituality as
"living one's life knowing that one is
in the presence of God."2 It is a

response to the commandment to
imitate God's ways, "You shall be
holy, for I, the Lord your God, aln
holy" (Leviticus 19:2).

But Chemick challenges two other
manifestations: the attempt to be at one
continued on next page
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with God and what he calls "wami
fuzzies spirituality". The former leads
to human self-annihilation and is thus
inimical to normative Judaism. The
latter manifests itself as ``the feeling of
being loved and cared by God, who is
always good and kind and sweet-

individual quest has never been denied
and must not be ignored now. Arthur
Green, another teacher of rabbis, has
bridged the gap between the traditional
search for the holy and the perennial
quest for the spiritual. For him, the
common
denominator
of
all
manifestations of Judaism is Torah,
written and oral, as interpreted through
the ages. And it is always the same
Torah, for "there are no two Torahs,
revealed and hidden, but rather both
one and many, as many as the ongoing
creativity of the Jewish people can

natured. This `God' always seems to
be present in `caring communities'
where there is lots of singing, hugging,
crying and `openness'."3 Judaism is
more robust, more sophisticated and
much more complex than theology

tuned group therapy.
Chemick regards the current quest
for
spirituality
as
narcissistic,
celebrating the ever-demanding Me
and seeing God as the source of my
feeling good rather than doing good. It

prompts many non-observant Jews to
assert that they are "spiritual," not
"religious" and justifies their standing
outside the Synagogue, apart from the
people.

Spirhaality is a
Christian creation.

Unlike Judaism,
it distinguishes

Chernick's colleague at HUC, Philip
Miller, agrees when he writes that ``too
many of our religious leaders have
confounded the narcissistic celebration

between foesh

of community with the quest for

That is wky

holiness."4 Though he is respectful of

genuine piety, he is very critical of
pietism, "the excessive expression of
uncritical, exaggerated, even mindless
piety - especially when in the name of
spirituality.„5

The
late
Charles
Liebman,
distinguished sociologist of American
Jewry, has placed the current quest for
spirituality in the context of
contemporary history by suggesting
that, in the last two decades, personal
and privatized Judaism has replaced
what he calls ethnic Judaism, the
Judaism of flesh and blood. The former
"speaks in softer terms of individual

meaning, journeys of discovery,
spirituality, and the search for
fulfilment.
Its
emphases
are
interpersonal rather than collective. It
values .authenticity and sincerity over
achievement or efficiency. Typically it
is non-judgmental, consoling, intuitive,
non-obligating".6 How morality is to
be practised in this scheme of things is
not always clear. Liebman wrote:
We are commanded to be a "holy "
not a ``spiritual" people. . . Holiness

is achieved in a minyan as part Of
apublicservice.Spiritualitypoints
to individuality, transcendence,
other-worldliness , while holiness
points to a virtuous life. T€edushah
evokes cm outside source to which
we submit; spirituality ental,ls a

process of self realization.7
Even though the place of the holy in
Judaism is in community, the
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and spirit.
Hebrew doesn't

even have a word
for it; the
current term

ruchaniyut /or
ruchanius I.72 I.ts

Hasidic version)
is Of relatively

recent origin.

Provide."8

Though two
of your five
contributors are rabbis and the third
about to be ordained, I found no
reference to Torah as the primary
Jewish source for what we might, with
Green, call spirituality. Spirituality in
these
statements
suggests
an
understandable human yeaming but not
an authentic Jewish response. Though
it is not my intention to enter into
polemics with the very moving
testimonies, I refer to them because
they are symptomatic of what is
happening in the Jewish world today,
both within Progressive and Orthodox
Judaism.
The demand on rabbis to be
"personal" rather than "intellectual" is

part of this phenomenon. Not long ago
I was present at an "interactive"
sermon, when you are encouraged to
interrupt the speaker to "share" your
thoughts and feelings, which began by
the rabbi reading a Buddhist meditation
as a starting point for the discussion of
the weekly portion. I did not come
away with a greater understanding of
Torah, but I leamt a lot about the
rabbi's feelings, and the feelings of the
interlocutors. Many of those present
described it as a very spiritual event.
They saw their rabbi as a very humble
person, unlike those colleagues who
actually tell congregants what Judaism
demands of them. I resisted the
temptation to respond by quoting the
old Yiddish saying, "Don't make

yourself so small - you ain't that
great!" In Jewish tradition, only Moses
is recognized for his modesty.
The kind of spirituality that can be
called authentically Jewish must be of
one piece with the totality that is
Judaism. This means that it must be
grounded in Torah; Torah must be
more than yet another illustration of an
"experience." As our history shows,

within that totality there are many
inteapretations which every community
and every generation must discover for
itself. This way of spirituality is also
the way of holiness. When attempts,
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conscious or not, are being made to

present a disembodied Judaism at the
expense of the rest of tradition, we
must recognize its alien roots and its
syncretistic implications and call for
more holiness and less spirituality.
But we must not condemn such
Jews, even when we oppose them. For,
like your respondents, they are
motivated, in the first instance, by a
legitimate desire to find greater
meaning in the accepted forms of
Jewish ritual and liturgy. Sociologists
call this quest loss of memory, the
result of an inability to hold on to the
memories that are at the root of
religious existence. One scholar, Grace
Davie, speaks of "the paradox of
modemity, which in its historical forms
removes the need for and sense of
religion. . . but in its utopian forms must
stay in touch with the religious."
When we "forget" Torah as the source
of holiness and seek subjective,

personal expressions of what we
perceive as spirituality, we are moving
from an awareness of collective history
to a dream of individualistic utopia. Or
as Maybaum might have put it: from
flesh and blood to spirit, from Ezekiel
and his disciples to Christianity and its

When we "f;orget"

Torah as the source
Of holiness cnd,
seek subj ective,

personal expressions

Of what we perceive

as spiriha,lky,
we are moving
.¢, in ci:n awareness

followers.

A second reason for the current
search for the spiritual may have to do
with the collapse of civil religion, i.e.

the kind of Judaism of previous
generations that allowed Jews to
identify with the people without
compelling them to affirm the faith.
They could say that what was good
enough for their parents must be good
enough for them. They would conform
to
established
practices
when
necessary without seeking consistency
or commitment. Until now, I have
found much more of this approach in
Israel, especially among Jews from
Oriental countries. There is much less
clamour there for spirituality than we
find in the Diaspora. The absence of
Christian influences
may have
something to do with it. However, the
Israeli passion for travelling to Asia is
already showing signs of changing
things by importing Buddhist and
Hindu mores to the Jewish State.
Jews everywhere are relying less on
what was good enough for their parents
and saying that it must be good enough
for them. Though Green recognizes
this personal quest as legitimate, he
nevertheless wams against its potential
excesses:

Judaism's commitment to the
reality Of this world, rooted in the
demands of Israel.'s ancient
prophets, does not allow for a
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Of col,lecrfue history
to a drec[m

Ofindindedistic
utopia. Or as

Mayboum ndghi
have put it: from
foesh and blood

to spirti, from
Ezekiel and his
disciples to

spiritualityofentirelyotherworldiy
character. The only true test Of
one'sloveofGodisone'sabilityto
share in the love of God's
creatures. Only in the human
communj.ty are the virtues learned
and spiritual training made real.
The caroful balancing Of worldliness -including the commitment
to Halachic responsibility - and
inwardness is perhaps the most
clearly distinguishing mark of
Jewish spirituality.10

Therefore, as hard as we may try, we
cannot transmit to our children the
subjective spirituality we have found for
ourselves, unless it is rooted in our
tradition. If in addition to our basic
commitment to study and to practise, we
wish to enrich our Jewish life with what
we learn from cabbala or Hasidism, from
old masters and new practitioners, we
are free to do so. Spirituality can be an
ally for the quest for holiness; it can
never be a substitute for it.
Progressive Judaism with its stress on
relevance has every reason to encourage
its adherents to find depth in their
religious life. Spirituality has become
something of a code word for it. The
Reform movement in North America
even had a programme of "spirituality
conferences" in its constituent
congregations. However, at no time can
the search for relevance usurp the stress
on authenticity. Comlnitment to holiness
as expressed in our tradition is a way of
attaining it. The challenge before us is
how to combine the two without violence

to either .
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BARRY HYMAN IN CONVERSATloN WITH

PRINCE PHILIP -DUI(I OF EDINBURGH
Q1.. Tmas there any religious influence
on you as a child?

A:

When my immediate family was

exiled from Greece in 1921, I
went to live in a small house on
an estate at St Cloud, just outside
Paris, belonging to the French
wife of my father's elder brother.
I was brought up in the Greek
Orthodox (Christian) faith until I
went to a preparatory school in
England when I was eight years
old. I then conformed to the
Anglican Church.
Q2.. How didyou choose which branch
Of the Services to enter?
A:
Before the war stated, I had
thought of entering the RAF, but
I was persuaded by my uncle,
Lord Mountbatten, that I ought
to join the Royal Navy. I started
by Cadet training at Dartmouth
in the spring of 1939 and joined
my first ship in Colombo in early
1940.

Q:3.. Most Jews have a special place
in their af iections for Israel, which
in no way diminishes their lcryalty
to Britain and the Crown. Do you

have any fond memories or
special feelings f;or the country Of

your own origins?

A:

My glandfather's family was
Danish and my finily lived in
Greece because he had been
invited to accept the Greek
throne. Althougb I was born in
Corfu, I left there when I was
only 6 months old. I do not have
any special feelings about

Greece.
Q4.. Hour i7isit to us at The Sternberg
Celtref ior Judaism in 1997 is still
treasured ky those who mat you.
Do you have much opportunity to
meet with minority religious
groaps in the UK?
A: Quite frequently. Sometimes
throuch my cormection with the

Inter-Faith Dialogues and also
dring provincial visits.
Q!S.. Itou are clearly fully apprised Of
Sir Sigmund's tireless work

A:

Most of the major religious
leaders appear to be doing their
best to promote understanding.
The trouble appears to lie with
their over-zealous followers.
Q!].. If it is not a State Secret, may we
know if you have af ;avourite hero,
author, film, piece Of music, TV

programme - or do your duties
not allow for time for such
luxuries?
I have enjoyed or admired many
heroes, authors, films, pieces of
music and TV programs,A but I
would not like to single out any
individual person or production as
a "favourite".
Q!8.. Your late mother was known to
have protected some Jewish
fcanilies from the Na;zis during the

A:

VIar? Where you aware Of this at
the time and did she receive dIAe

worldwidefiorwierfic[ithrerdtious.

Do you think it makes much
differmce?
A: It would be very difficult to
measure a difference. I think it
would be fair to say that things
wouldmostprobablybeworsebut
for this work.
Q6.. Do you thiirkreligious leaders do
enough to promote tolerance and
understanding between people?

A:

recognition f;or her courage?
None of the familywas aware of
what my mother was doing in
Athens during the war. She was
virtually cut-off during the
German occupation. She was
very generously recognized by
the Holocaust, Yad Vashem,
organisation in Jerusalem in
1994 .

Ne)ct Intwiew: Esther R.antzen
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REF MIRACLES OR ONE?
Mchael Marmur

I

N a`4¥ couNTR¥ THERE Is No

shortage of people who are
right. Almost everyone is right
about ahaost everything.
Arab citizens of Israel are right when
they point to injustice and lack of
opportunity. The Jewish Right is right
when they mock the Left for wishful
thinking and naivety. The Left is right
when it asserts that unless major
concessions are made, our future looks
grim and blood-soaked.
The
Palestinians are right when they clain
that they have been offered little
chance of a viable State, and the
Israelis are ristt when they point out
that an offer had been on the table, and
was rejected. The Arabs are right to
talk about jusrdce and respect, and the
Israelis are right to talk about peace
and security.
Militant Secularists are right when
they object to bearing the burden of
taxation while Ultra-Orthodox Jews
draw child support and study the
Talmud. Tbe Orfuodox are ristt when
they clain that many secularists know
less and less about Judaism, and when
they wan ofanti-religious fervour. The
kibbutznikim are right when they
remind us of the role they played in
building the country, and the Sephardi
pressure groups are right when they
say that the kibbutzim have received
State lands which they should return to
the State rather than selling off to
private developers. The development
towns are right when they claim that
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the periphery in Israel is under-funded
and ignored; and the cities are right
when they cry about a chronic lack of
investment in transport and civil
improvements.
Don't get me wrong. Not everyone
is right, at least not all the time. Those
who think that the people on the other
side of the fence are stupid, or
bloodthirsty, or unworthy of civil and
political rights - they are wrong. The
people who believe that everything is
rosy in the garden, and that the only
problem is bad publicity - they are
wrong. Those who believe love of
Judaism can be achieved through
legislation - they are wrong. Those
who regard every act of the State of
Israel as irmately sinful, who believe
that the Jewish State represents the
very worst of imperialism and
bankrupt nationalism, and that nothing
that Israel could ever do would ever be
enough to atone the primal sin of its
existence - they are wrong too.
How are we to survive in an
environment where so many people are
right and some are so spectacularly
wrong? How are we to cope with
complexity? One way, a Jewish way,
is to tell stories.

Rabbi Pinchas ben Yair was on his
way to redeem captives when he came
across the River Ginai. He called out
to the river: "Ginai, split your waters
for me so that I may cross you." The
river replied: "You are on a mission
from your maker, and I on a mission

from mine. Urilike your mission, which
may or may not succeed, I will
certainly achieve my end." The rabbi
then threatened: "If you do not split for
me I will decree that water will never
pass through you again." So the river
opened up.
Now travelling with the rabbi was a
man carfung wheat for the Passover.
Pinchas spoke to the river and said:
"Open up for this man too, for he is

performing a religious commandment." So the river opened up again.
Theyhadathirdcompanion,anArab
trader, and the rabbi said once more to
the river: "Split for bin too, otherwise
people will say that we mistreat our
travelling companions." So the river
opened up once more.
Upon hearing this story, Rav Joseph
said: "Surely Rabbi Pinchas is greater
even than Moses and the six hundred
thousand who crossed the Red Sea, for
on that occasion the water opened up
but once, and here it did so three
times." Others suggest that here too,
the water opened up but one time, and
that Pinchas was indeed as great as
Moses and the six hundred thousand at
the Red Sea.
This story can be read in a number
of ways. Some see it as a parable about
ecology, with Pinchas representing

the inexorable human drive to tame
the natural world. According to this
version the voice of the river is the
voice of the natural world challenging
humanity to behave with greater
humility and a keener sense of
proportion. In the end man overrules
river, threatening to use up all the
water and turn back the natural flow
of life. Then he builds a motorway
across the river, and opens up
shopping malls on either side. Others
see this as a debate between two ideas
of God, where Pinchas is an oldfashioned monotheist, and the river
speaks with the voice of New Age
spirituality.
I am a Jew by birth, an Israeli by
choice, a Liberal by conviction, and a
Rabbi by vocation. In my current
position as Dean of the Hebrew Union
College in Jerusalem I have the
privilege of being involved both with
Diaspora and Israeli concerns. My
reading of the Talmudic tale is
informed by these concerns and biases.
For me the tale can be read as an
allegory of the condition of the modem
Jew. In the course of the last two
centuries or so we have carried
ourselves across the mighty river of
modemity, across the gulf which
separates us from our ancestors. This
act of crossing has been in its own

2

terns nothing short of a miracle, and it
has not been free of disasters and
casualties. To be a Hebrew, an I.1;rz.,

means to be one who is not afraid to
cross, to pass over to a new situation
and to prevail.
Pinchas is on a mission of j7z.dyo73
ji%evc4)/I.77!, redemption of captives. A

great part of the contemporary Jewish
agenda has been concerned with this

I am suggesting
that a new Israeli
Judaism will have
to act as what. the
sociologist Pcter
Berger has called a
"saored canopy'' , a
chuppah cove7.z.7?g

the weofdre Of the
Jews, the weofdre Of

Judaism, and the
weofdre Of those

who travel with us.
question of Rescue; the rescue of Jews
from the ashes of the Shoah, and the
rescue of the Jews of the Oriental lands,
the rescue of Soviet Jewry from antiSemitism and cultural oblivion, the
rescue of the Jews of Ethiopia and
elsewhere. In some cases the act of
Redemption of Prisoners has been
literal and dramatic - perhaps this is
why the events of the Entebbe Raid
struck such a chord with so many
around the world. Of course in the days
of the Sages, captives were freed by

paying the ransom, not by storrig the
aircraft!

h other cases the act of redemption
has been cultural and educational, as
Jews in the West confront the challenge
of finding a viable Jewish identity in
the face of seductive alternatives.
Sometimes it seems that our children
have fallen prisoner to the idea that
their Jewish identity is an optional
extra, an embarrassment, or a cute

decoration. They (and us) are
imprisoned by the notion that nobody
serious would take being Jewish
seriously. It's alarming to note that on
the occasions when Jews are released
from this kind of captivity, it is often
the most narrow fundamentalist or
pseudo-cabbalistic approach which
attracts them. This may seem to some
of us like swapping one kind of
imprisorment for another.
Rescue takes many fomis. It is in
any of its manifestations, in Israel and
around the world, an extraordinary
declaration of the fidelity of the Jewish
people and of our will to survive.
The second man to cross the River
Ginai is carrying wheat for the
Passover, and he symbolizes for me
the challenge of bringing Judaism into
modemity. How can Judaism as a
religious and cultural phenomenon be
carded across the river? How are we
now to understand ro7iczfe, ,4voc7cz% and

Gemil.ut Chasadim? How ca.n the
Torah be read and understood given
our new insights into history, literature,
archaeology and textual development?
How can we rediscover a spiritual
language and a prayer life given our
new theological and philosophical
outlooks? And what would a new
Halacha, a new theology of Jewish
Doing, really look like?
Different approaches to Modern

Judaism have

offered

different

strategies for bringing the flour across
the river. Ultra-Orthodoxy prefers, as
it were, to stay on the far side of the
river, and to continue as if the
revolutions of modemity never took
place. They are keen to keep the flour
of traditional Judaism free from even
the slightest hint of chametz, and they
do not think modernity is a river worth
crossing. It's not worth the risk of
getting wet. Modern Orthodoxy
believes that the river can be crossed
with no damage to the flour. Some antireligionists would rather just tip the
package into the river, believing that
the Jewish religion camot or should
not survive the transition from
medieval to modem times.
If Judaism is a burden to be carried
across the river, I believe it carries
those who carry it, as the Talmud says
about the Ark of the Covenant. As we
carry our Judaism with us into
modemity, it carries us through the
upheaval and the alienation. This act of
crossing is at the very heart of our
religion, and that we should not be
upset nor sulprised if our Judaism
soaks up some of the surrounding
culture. That is what we have been
doing for millennia and, as we traverse
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the rivers, we are enriched.
There is a third person waiting to
cross the river in our tale. He is the
other, the non-Jew, and our
relationship to him in modem tines
has been complex. It is not for me to
address here the question of relations
between Jews and non-Jews in the
Diaspora. h Israel, the question of how
a Jewish majority relates to its nonJewish minority may yet prove to be
the crucial factor in deciding the
longterm prospects for the State of
Israel.

Now before we offer all the
explanations and mitigating factors,
before offering all the proofs that we
are better than our enemies say we
are, let us pause to consider what I
consider to be basic unavoidable facts.
If these facts are uncomfortable,let us
heed the voices of our prophets who
remind us that we cannot look away.
In at least three areas, contemporary
Israeli society is not yet realizing the
third miracle. We have not afforded
genuine equality to the Arab citizens
of our country, we have not found a
modus vivendi with the Palestinians,
and we have not b`een willing to
confront the reality of tens of
thousands of foreign workers and their

frilies.
I want to state immediately that to
be faced with only one of the
challenges I have listed here would
require almost super-human c apacities.
The commandment of pz.d);o72
s%ev#j/I.772, of redeering the captives, is

indeed a huge undertaking in our day,
and there is much extraordinary work
which has been done in this regard.
Securingthephysicalwell-beingofour
people has necessitated the kind of
compromises of civil 1iberties with
which all liberal democracies are now
increasingly troubled. We know that
much of the criticism levelled at the
State of Israel is unbalanced or unfair.
However, the response one often
encounters of a kind of blanket defence
and a refusal to acknowledge failings
is not appropriate. We have to have the
chutxpah to attempt lniracles, and the
confidence
to
confront
our
shortcomings.
I know and understand those who
say: we are busy asserting the national
rights of the Jewish people after two
thousand years. We are busy finding
solutions for housing, employment,
education, health - give us a break!
Don't expect us to solve all the
problems of Judaism and all the
injustices of the world at the same
time!

Often, our movement in Israel
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confronts situations where it needs to
choose between one miracle or another.
For example, some leading Refomi
rabbis in Israel are hesitant to
champion Palestinian rights from their
pulpits. Their reasons are persuasive,
and I would not suggest they be taken
lightly. They will tell you that it is hard
to speak of the rights of palestinians as
we bury our terror victims. They win
tell you that if we identify ourselves in
a narrow way with a left-wing affluent
Ashkenazi worldview, we cut
ourselves off from the very people we
should be attracting. They will tell you
that the Israeli Left has almost
completely stagnated, and that slogans
do not help when the realities are so
complex. And yet, despite all these
arguments, somehow we need to find a

way of articulating uncomfortable
truths in a way they can be heard.
Iamnotsuggestingthatanewlsraeli
Judaism will be party political. This
would be nothing short of a disaster.
But I am suggesting that a new Israeli
Judaism will have to act as what the
sociologist Peter Berger has called a
"saered canopy", a chuppah covering

the welfare of the Jews, the welfare of
Judaism3 and the welfare of those who
travel with us.
The unhealthy marriage of party
politics and religion in Israel has given
rise to aL chillul hashem> aL desec:ra:fion

of God's name. Some have reacted
against these excesses either by
rej ecting organized religion altogether,
or by seeking refuge in various New
Age techniques and approaches. But
there are those in today's Israel who

have not given up the fight for an
engaged,wol.Idly.intellectuallyvibrant
and spirrfuatry sensitive Judaism.
Such a Judaism will have to assert
again and again that the three miracles
of the modem Jewish experience must
be undertaken together. It must state
that guaranteeing decent health care
for the cbildren of immigrant workers
is Judaism; that teaching our children
the Bible and microbiology is Judaism;
that bridging social and economic gulfs
is Judaism.
Such a Judaism will also have to be
deeply immersed in Hebrew language
and Jewish sources. It will have to take
advantage of the fact that a capacity for
spoken Hebrew opens up great
opportunities for engaging in dialogue
with the Bible, the Midrash, the
medieval philosophers. It will have a
new Halacha, a practical theology that
sanctifies the everyday and makes
room for personal piety and communal
expression of faith.
The kind of Judaism I am describing

does not currently exist, but the seeds
of its future are aheady in evidence. I
believe that the efforts of Progressive
Judaism to strike root in Israel are one
part of this process, and that now an
indigenous Israeli Progressive Judaism
is being born. At its finest the promise
of Jewish life in Israel is enormous.
Here is the opportunity to build a
culture not tnmcated or trivialized or
marginalized. Here is a chance to
attempt three miracles at the same time.
The potential is huge, and the reality
is inevitably disappointing. As an
Israefi Reform rabbi I know how far

from the Shangri La of a wholly
engaged Jewish existence we really
are. My greatest fear is that Israel will
not split the waters, that the challenge
of being authentically Jewish and
authentically modem will fail. The
implications of such a failure would be
grave, and one does not have to be a
prophet to intuit that such an outcome
is a real possibility.
We Israelis must ask ourselves how
we have performed with regards to
each of the three miracles -what is the
state of the Jews? lIvhat is the state of
Judaism? And what is the state of our
relationship with those with whom we
are destined to sink or swim together
as we negotiate the river? The answers
to these questions are much more
disturbing and much more encouraging
than any one-dimensional perspective
can provide. If you believe that Israel
is Exodc/a on the one hand, or
4poccr/}pre IVoi4; on the other, you are
reading the wrong article.
Israelis drawn to non-Orthodox
expressions of Judaism at this time
want to be thoroughly Jewish,
thoroughly Israeli, thoroughly modem
and thoroughly human. There is a great
deal riding on the success of the
venture, not least the prospects for a
workable peace in the Mddle East. For

when the next opportunity for a
negotiated deal comes round, in one
year or in ten, there will need to be a
majority of the Israeli population
thoroughly committed to liberal values.
They will then take the leap of hope
without the cycle of bloodshed and
injustice can never be broken.

In my own work, I have been
amazed and gratified to see men and
women of the very highest quality who
are now fighting to gain admission to
our rabbinic Programme. Sabras and

new immigrants from the Former
Soviet
Union,
hailing
from
backgrounds as diverse as it is possible
to imagine, academies and activists,
educators and facilitators, spiritual
searchers and institutional enablers,
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they now want to be part of this effort
to persuade the stubborn river to open
up for the tripartite miracle to unfold.
Visit our schools, congregations and
institutions, from the tiniest to the
mightiest, and you will see evidence of
exponential growth representing only
a fraction of our true potential.
Most of you reading this do not hve
in Israel. Some of you do feel
implicated and involved in what
happens there, and may be looking for
constructive ways to express that
involvement. It is an open secret that
the gulf separating Israel from the rest
of the Jewish world is getting larger,
and unless we do something about it,
my children and yours may have
difficulty finding common ground.
Jews in Britain are faced with a
further dilemma, a kind of Diaspora
Double Bind. On the one hand, if you
express doubts or concerns about what
is happening in Israel today, you may
be accused by Israelis of being falrweather friends. This criticism is
usually accompanied by industrial
strength guilt-tripping, and bloodsoaked accounts of the hardships of
Israeli life. So Israelis - for whom it is
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on the grounds that you don't have the
right to make critical comments. At the
same time, some of my Anglo-Jewish
friends feel constrained by another
factor. The fear is that public
expressions of dissatisfaction, say,
with the Israeli government, will be
grist to the mill of those who seek
Israel' s destruction.
These, perhaps, are the reasons for
silence. But the Double Bind is that
there are no less compelling reasons to
speck out. If there is to be any hope for
a real sense of connectedness and
involvement, you have to be able to
speak, argue, and wave your arms
around. After all, that's what we
Israelis do all the time.
So what to do? If you do speck your
minds, you're in trouble. If you don't,
you're in denial. I want to suggest a
general strategy to grapple with the
Diaspora Double Bind. There are three
stages to this plan:
+. Don't Despair
I offer this advice not as a panacea,

but as a theology. However tempting
it may be to conclude that the
problems are too intractable, the
bloodshed too awful, the seductive
powers of despair are to be resisted
at all costs.
2,. Don't Demohize

Many are coping with the
complexities of the Middle East
4

situation by concocting comic-book
readings of the situation. They know
who the baddies are - for some it's
the Palestinians, for others the Israeli
Government, or the Ultra-Orthodox,
or whoever - and they blame all the
ills of the world on the chosen object
of their opprobrium. My own sense
is that any position you wish to take
- any of the "right" opinions listed

Tvhen the next
opportunity f;or a
negotiated deal
comes round, in
one year or in ten,
there will need to
be a majority Of the

Isradi populedon
thoroughly
committed to
liberal vahe;s .
above with which you wish to
identify - can be taken up with love
and with real involvement. By love
I mean, among other things, a real
generosity of spirit which allows
you to see what is happening in
Israel through the eyes of real men
and women, and not simply in
generic terns.
3 . Don't Delegate
Some years ago my father coined
the term Vicarious Judaism,
wherein Jews get their fulfilment at
one remove. Rather than take a
constructive interest in Judaism, we
like to sponsor an Authentic Jew to
do the honours. Rather than create a
vital link to Israel, we find an

intermediary,

and pay where

appropriate.
My fear is that in the current crisis
the temptation to behave vicariously
towards
Israel
will
become
overwhelming. As some move away
from any engagement at all, others will
become increasingly attracted by
surrogates for genuine involvement.
Sending some money with a fiiend

who's travelling to Israel so that they
canpaytwiceinarestaurantmaysound
like an expression of empathy. But
such vicarious expressions are usually
p atronizing and neutralizing.
Instead of Despair, I recommend
Hope (not to be confuse`d with
optimism). instead of slick one-dinensional explanations, I recommend
messy, three-dimensional personal
involvements. Instead of vicarious
cheap thrills, I recommend genuine
engagement.
Eachpersonwillchoosetheir"right"
cause, and some will opt for people
and projects I consider to be
profoundly wrong. No matter: the way
to break out of the Diaspora Double
Bind is to forge genuine links with
people and institutions. If you have a

meaningful connection with a
congregation, a student, a social or
communal initiative, you are likely to
be pat of the solution. If you just
wring your hands, or altematively
walk away, you are part of the
problem.
Reform Judaism has always been
conventional and revolutionary at the
same time. Now we are called upon to
reproduce
this
feat,
to
be
simultaneously comfortable and
uncomfortable. Only prophets and
saints can live their lives constantly
exposed to the gritty realities of life,
and even they need a night off from
time to time. On the other hand, the
attempt to cany on as if everything is
just as it should be, to ignore the three
challenges of Rescue, Renaissance and
Responsibility, is doomed to failure.

Amed with Reason, Faith, Honesty
and Hope, we can look into the heart of
the current crisis and resist both the
seduction of despair and the illusion of
false certainties.

It's messy down on the banks of the
River Ginai. Will we manage to make
it across, or are the river's prophecies
of doom destined to be proved right?
Can we pull off the three miracles at
the same time, or must we choose
which ones to emphasize? Will those
of you who choose to stay on the other
side of the geographical river be
partners with those who cross the
metaphorical river? Or are we actually
struggling with quite different
challenges?
When almost everyone is right and
almost nobody agrees, sometimes a
miracle is the most practical solution

of all I
RABBI IVICHAEL MARMUR, a grczdztafe o/
Iiford, Golders Green and Haberdashers, is
Dean Of Hebrew Union College, Jerusalem.
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NI I SAID

``NO" TO THE POPE
David Lillienthal
year
were
even
more
emotional
than DAYS
usual. After
32
TIH IHGH
HOLY
THIS
years as Rabbi in my first pulpit, and as
I am tuning 60, I aln about to leave the
Amsterdam congregation to take up a
new challenge. My successor will be
Rabbi Menno ten Brink, who was one
of my first bar mitzvah boys here, in
October 1971, shortly after I had
received my se77cz.frfeczfe from the Leo

Baeck College and moved to Holland.
The new challenge will be to lead the
Levisson
Institute,
our
Dutch
Rabbinical Training College, which
started in September 2003 with seven
students.
Thirty-two years in the same
congregation is a long time. When the
Board made me "an offer I could not
refuse" four years ago to take early
retirement, I thought that this would be
a healthy thing, both for me and the
congregation. Since Rabbi ten Brink
has been working part-time with me
now for 10 years, and the congregation
has known about the change for several
years, the transition is smooth and
pleasant. But it is still emotional for us
all, even though I will be around as
emeritus rabbi and will be active here
in various ways.
How did it all begin and what has
happened during these years?
I was born in Sweden in January
1944, the child of refugee parents. My
mother had a Russian-Jewish father
and a Polish-Jewish mother who had
found a new home there at the
beginning of the twentieth century. My
father arrived from Germany in 1938
on a visa for a business trip valid for
two weeks, and stayed there in hiding
until the war started. His father was the
chief cfeczzcz73 at the large Michelsberg

Synagogue in Wiesbaden. After it was
burned down in the Kristallnacht
pogrom (or as it is better named
"Reichspogrom"), my grandparents

went to live with their oldest son, who
was married to a Dutch-Jewish woman,
had a small daughter and lived in
Amsterdam. From time to time my
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grandfather helped lead services in the
Liberal congregation here. All five
were deported and murdered in 1943.
I know very little about my family
background. It was never talked about
at home and I have only been able to
work out a few details. Most interesting
is the fact that I am a sixth generation
Liberal/Reform/Progressive Jew, a
descendant of the first Liberal Rabbi of
the first Reformgemeinde in Berlin
almost 200 years ago. Whenever
someone says that Liberal Judaism
cannot be transmitted from generation
to generation for any length of time, I
have no difficulty in refuting that
remark.
My parents gave me a good liberal
Jewish upbringing. Every Shabbat my
father took me to the synagogue, even
though he sometimes had to chase me
down the street and drag me into the
car to get me there. After the Shabbat
moming services, we went to do the
shopping for the week in the main
market, which was close by. I also went
to religion classes twice a week. I
carmot say I enjoyed it, but then the
teachers clearly did not enjoy my
presence and behaviour either. At least
the synagogue youth group was fun
and the Scandinavian Jewish summer
camps were well led, even though I
cannot say I learned a lot there - or
maybe I was just not open to what was
being taught.
The decision to study for the
rabbinate grew out of long and intense
discussion with the very sensible girl
who was to become my wife. She was
the person who challenged me on the
discrepancy between my commitment
to my Judaism and my lack of
knowledge thereof; she felt my need
and wish to know and understand
more, because it coincided with her
own needs and wishes. I had planned
on studying economics, but instead I
wrote to Rabbi Dow Marmur whom I
knew vaguely. He is nine years older
than me and comes from the same
congregation and our parents knew
each other well. Rabbi Marmur was

the person who guided me into the Leo
Baeck College, then still under the
leadership of Rabbi Dr Wemer van der
Zyl z.I. and holding classes in the West
London Synagogue.
The London years were to be of great
importance both for my wife and me,
not only for what we learned at the
College, but even more for the
experience we gained of being part of
such a large and varied Jewish
community. This was quite different
from the one we came from. The way
you could be Jewish within the RSGB
and ULPS framework set the goals for
us for the years we have now been
working in the much smaller
community in The Netherlands.
During the College years, I served a
period as chairman of the Youth
Section of the World Union for
Progressive Judaism. This also brought
me to Amsterdam and I remember
vividly a meeting there at which I had a
major row with the rabbi of the
congregation, Rabbi Jacob Soetendorp
z.I. The result was that he and the
chairman approached me six months
later to ask if I would be willing to
come and work with Rabbi Soetendoxp.
That first period did not quite turn
out as expected. Rabbi Soetendoap had
his third and major heart attack just
before we arrived in Holland and a few
months later he had to stop working.
The transition then was anything but
easy.
Rabbi
Soetendorp
was
charismatic, a major national figure, a
master of words and an acknowledged
religious poet. He was the person who
had built the congregation during his
eighteen years of service to it.
The congregation was young.
Liberal Judaism started in Holland only
in 1931, at the instigation of the World
Union. It grew rapidly, but only
because of German Jewish refugees
fleeing Nazi Germany. After the
Shoah, in which some eighty-five per
cent of Dutch Jews were murdered,
only a handful of Liberal Jews had
survived. This group restarted the congregation in 1945, but it remained a
struggling group. In 1954 they held a
legendary Special General Meeting
with only one point on the agenda: to
close down the congregation. The proposal was defeated by only one vote.
Instead, they decided to employ Rabbi
Soetendoxp who tuned it into a living,
growing and inspired community.
In 1966 the congregation dedicated
its new building, the fist purpose built

synagogue in the country after the
Shoah. At the tine, people talked about
this `twhite elephant", the much too
large building for the still relatively
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small congregation. By 1970, Rabbi
Soetendoxp needed an assistant, which
is why I was asked to come to Holland.

During that first period of my
service, the congregation showed its
internal strength in the way the people
joined forces to help me find my way.
We had imagined that Holland would
be much like England, but that was
certainly not the case. Not only did we
have to learn the language, but also
what the Shoah meant here. The wide
gulf in the experience of the war years
was initially hard to grasp. Only when
we had decided to move here did my
father tell me about what had happened
to his parents and brother. For me,
somehow, although unintended, the
move to Holland meant a recormecting
with that murdered part of our family.
The wounds of the occupation and
the Great Destruction were then deeper
than now, but the Shoah and the years
of occupation are still ever present, not
only in the Jewish community. This
has been a major challenge for me,
working
with
a
traumatized
community, without myself sharing the
experience of having survived the war
or having traumatized parents. But then
I think that maybe this has also
contributed to my strength of being
able to help people again see the strong
and positive sides of our tradition, our
Jewish way of living, thinking and
believing.
I have done what all rabbis do,
leading services, sharing in the
happiest and the saddest moments of
the lives of my congregants. I have
felt the frustration of all rabbis, when
you cannot really help at the moment
the doctor tells the people you are
called to help that there is nothing
more he can do, or when the people
come to tell you that they are
divorcing, or that they have just lost
their jobs and probably will not be
able to find a new one, or when a child
has got into real trouble. How often
have I only been able to listen, maybe
offer some little consolation, when I
wished I had been taught to perform
real miracles.
I had been called upon to represent

the congregation and the movement
and the Jewish community when we
needed to have serious contact with the
authorities. One of the most memorable
occasions was when we refused to meet
the Pope on his visit to Holland, unless
the Vatican uttered its mecz cc//pcz and
officially recognized the State of Israel,

years before both conditions were met.
But that this happened was not thanks
to our refusal, I am sure. Another major
event was in 1981, when the Queen
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visited us for the fiftieth anniversary of
the founding of the congregation. This
was a real sign of the importance of the
position the congregation had by then
gained in the Jewish and general
community.
But with all of this, maybe the most
important aspect has been that of
helping people returning to the Jewish
community on their way. People who

One Of the
most memorable
occasions was when
we refused to meet
the Pope on his

visti to Holland,
unless the Woalcam

ttftered its r"ea
ouirpaL and of f ictally

recognized the
State Of Israel,
years bef ore both
condidons were met.
turned their backs on Judaism and God
during or after the Shoah, people who
were brou_cht up not knowing they
were Jewial suddenly and sometimes
by mistake finding out who they were,
people who had worn a yellow star but
after the Tv-ar had been rejected by the
Jewish commlmity because only their
father was Je"dsh. h the new sz.ddccr
we pubELed in 2000, and which I had
the privilege of editing and producing,
we included a seedon3 eapecially for
this large _goup of searching Jews.
They shae, in a apecial way, the need
we au feel, of wanting to be accepted
by the God we find it so difficult to
believe in. Every individral I have
been able to kelp on the way has given
me more satisfaction and happiness

than anFthg else.
The other aspect which has been
hish on my agenda has been to teach
people to be able to perform the
mitzvot themselves. I never tired of
pointing out that all other religious
communities have their special
ordainedgroixpsofpeoplewhoperform
the religious rituals for the believers.
Not so we Jews; with us each person

has to perform the mitzvot personally.
The Rabbi is the teacher and resource
person, helping the Jews to learn to
"do Jewish" on their own. This is also
an important part of the new sz.ddwr; it
has a large section of texts and
instructions to help people with this.
And indeed, looking back, I can see
how much the level of Jewish
knowledge has grown and how many
are involved in Jewish study, in a very
different way from thirty-two years
ago. Now we have reached the point
where we are able to start out own
Rabbinic Training College, with
students who come out of the
community, who have studied and
taught and worked in the community
for many years. This is also a source of
great satisfaction and happiness,
because it means that the community
which many considered doomed fifty

years ago, can now look forward
confidently to a real future.
In this summing up of thirty-two
years work, I have not touched upon
the emancipation of the women in the
religious life of our community, nor
upon my work for Israel and ArzaNederland (Dutch Pro-Zion), my years
in the WZO and the Jewish Agency
and the World Union, nor the work for
the European Bet Din or on the work
for Russian Jews, nor on the way
Liberal Judaism and our way of dealing
with Halachah have been established
as a serious challenge to the once
existent Orthodox monopoly in
Holland. These all contain aspects of
my way of trying to bring more
religious awareness to the politicalsocial-cultural
identity
of the
community and to raise the level of
awareness of the 4eda/sfecz% that should
be present in all our Jewish activities.
Many things have been achieved,
even though there have been no lack
of failures and frustrations on the way.

But I am grateful that I have been
allowed to add my bit to the life of
this community, and that I am able to
leave the congregation at a moment
when all is going well, when relationships are still good, and we all feel the
leadership will be in good hands. We
will stay in Holland and, God willing,
I will have the time and hopefully the
energy to continue working on special
projects for yet some time.
Oh yes, what has happened to that
"white elephant" building of ours? We
have outgrown it and are now in the
process of designing a totally new and
considerably larger synagogue and
community centre, in the hope that it
will function like a Dutch version of

the Stemberg Centre I
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although I don't think you came from
an Orthodox background as I did,
seemed to be becoming more deeply
involved
with
your
Orthodox
Synagogue. Robert would report
occasionally that you were becoming
more strict with Shabbat observance cynically, he suggested you only did it
so as to be "like the others." We smiled,
knowing teenagers are allowed to be

GUESS
VVHO

cynics.
******

They chose the same university,
Robert and Ilan. In their second year
they shared a house with a philosophy
student called Sophie. Sophie and
Robert became what our llan called
"an item." Ilan meanwhile met the love

of his life, our beautiful daughter-inlaw Kate.
After they graduated, Ilan and Kate
stayed in touch with Robert and
Sophie. Although we now mixed in
completely different circles, we came
across you and David from time to

CAME TO

time.

One weekend, Ilan and Kate visited
us. Ilan said evenly, "You do
understand, Mother, don't you.
Robert's parents know nothing about
him and Sophie."
"How can they not know?" I asked,

SEDER

not understanding.
"They wouldn't want to know. They

Madeleine Bernstein
Dear Natalie,
First, before anything, I want to
thank you. Thank you for twenty years
of unfailing hospitality you offered to
Ilan, my only son, because of his
friendship with Robert, your firstbom.
When we first came to this city, and
knew nobody, your Robert and our Ilan
found themselves at the same school.
At four and a half they became friends.
At thirty two and a half, they are still
friends.
Although I tried not to take anyone
for `granted there were families who
gave more to us and our children than
we ever gave back. Yours was one of
them. Ilan was constantly invited to
play with Robert. When I collected
him, you or David would say

generously, "Don't wony. He' s eaten."
I remember one time I came to
collect Ilan. I drove up to your house,
right in the heart of the Jewish suburb.
We
lived in a less
Jewish
neighbourhood, two miles away. As
Ilan climbed into our car, I asked,
"Have you got good neighbours,

then?„
"The ones on that side aren`t
Jewish," David said.
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don't accept the idea of a non-Jewish

"But are they good neighbours?" I
asked, disingenuously.
``We don't have much to do with

them," you explained. I started the
engine. ``They're not Jewish. We don't
like non-Jewish people very much." I
was glad the noise of the engine made
what you said hard to hear, and
pretended to myself that you hadn't
said it.
******

The

boys

went

to

different

secondary schools, in association with
our varying political beliefs. But they
stayed friends. On Shabbat aftemoons
Ilan would ask for a lift to friends'
houses, and often as not ended up at
yours.

When they were fifteen, Robert
started to turn up here, often on a
Shabbat afternoon. He was a quiet
teenager, but seemed to fit in well to
the loyal gang that formed. Ilan,
Robert, and a few others. One day Ilan
told me seriously they'd all vowed to
stay friends for life.
Meanwhile we embarked, you and I,
on Jewish odysseys. Gradually Martin
and I were becoming at home in the
Reform setting. You and David,

girlfriend."
I wondered if Ilan and Kate were
exaggerating. I told them, rather

pompously, that while I would never
make it my business to expose Robert
and Sophie to you both, if we ever met
you and you asked us questions, I
would answer tmthfully.
"What kind of questions?" Ilan said
sceptically.

"Like, if they ever say, `Do you see

Robert? Does he have a girlfriend?' Or
even, `Do you happen to know whether
Robert has a non-Jewish girlfriend?' I
will speak the truth," I insisted.
"They won't ask," said Kate

dismissively, "The last thing they want
to hear is the truth."
******

Over the next four years I remained
guiltily alert whenever we met you
both. It happened more than once that
we greeted each other, cheerily
exchanging info.
"What's Ilan doing these days? How

are the newly-weds?" you would ask,
once Ilan and Kate were married.
"How's Robert?" I would ask

uneasily, knowing I saw him as often
as you did (about once a year), and
knew crucial things about him that you
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didn't. How inappropriate. How
dishonest. How strange.
No. That is not the truth. There was
far more to it. By now I was starting to
feel that your situation of being out of
touch with ninety percent of what
Robert was doing with his life, was
worse than strange. It was beginning to
seem sad to me. I couldn't believe you
didn't find it sad yourselves. I was tom
between thinking it was none of my
business, and feeling desperately sorry
for you. The long days Ilan had spent
at your house, curled up on your rug
watching television, playing in the
back garden with your rabbits - these
left their mark. I cared about you, so I
felt sad. I also despised both of you for
appearing to be intolerant and bigoted.

precious particularity of the Jewish
nation with the equally precious
concept of a universal whole!
The tale might have started with two
four year old boys making friends, but
for me, now, it's about how we live our

"You have ivited
him and... that...
that... person to

your Seder. You
hcrve done a

teinble thing.

******

One day Ilan and Kate told us sadly
all hell had broken loose. Robert had
finally told you he had a girlfriend,
Sophie. By now they had been together
five or six years.
Kate found the situation painful and
offensive. She herself comes from a
mixed family. Her mother is Jewish,
her father not. Halachically she is
Jewish. She loves her kind witty nonJewish father to pieces - and so do we

A very very bad

thing, Mrs
Bemstein." He kapt
repeating, in a
hcnd,, driven voice,
"A very very bad

all.

"What do you mean, all hell?" I

questioned
the if
dramatic
"They say
Robbie phraseology.
doesn't drop
Sophie, they'11 cut him off. Never have
anything more to do with him."
******

Another of the "friends for life" got
married. A traditional Orthodox
wedding. We were all there. Robert
was there. But he was there without
Sophie. He seemed withdrawn, not
surprisingly, and looked cut off from
the celebrations.
During the evening he spoke with
Ilan and Kate. I think he told them this:
"I feel bad that Sophie is not here. She

ought to be here. But I can't handle my
parents. They say terrible things about
her. They say if we marry we'11 be
ostracized from the whole Jewish
community.'
In response Kate and Ilan hugged
Robert warmly. "Don't ever think
that," said Kate. "Remember this - if
you and Sophie have a family, and we
have a Seder - you and your children
will always be welcome."
******

The tale as I recount it becomes more
than a tale of Robert and Sophie. It
becomes, and here is why I take it all
so much to heart, the story of modem
Jewish life. How to reconcile the
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thing indeed Mrs
BerREtein. You are
cz vezry ve7y very

bad Jew.„
lives as Jen+-s in the Uhited Kingdom in
the twenty-first century. It's also about

me. It's aboHl how my own Orthodox
family mLcht have reacted to my own
journey into Reform - although thank
God they- didn't; not one of them.
±*****

Shortly after that wedding, Robert
confronted }rou with the whole truth.
He hoped to spend the rest of his life
with Sophie. Among other things, you
and David started to express anger
against us. Against me in particular.
Ilan's liberal-minded mother who
joined
a Reform
!
"The
wlioleSynagogue
community
will

ostracize you," David screamed at
Robert.

`Nobody will want to have anything

to do with you." Recalling the
invitation issued by Ilan and Kate only
a few days earlier, Robert retorted:
"Not so. We already have an
invitation to a Seder at the Bemsteins ! "

******

You and David froze. You thought
he meant us. Myself and Martin. The
truth is, he might just as well have
done. I believe with all my Jewish soul
that you are wrong to be treating your
son and his partner the way you do.
But in fact he meant Ilan and Kate. Ilan
and Kate Bemstein.
Next thing, David picked up the
phone.
"Is that Mrs Bemstein?" he said. He

sounded grim, and angry. Vicious and
bullying. Uurecognizable. For thirty
two years I had been "Hi Maddy love."
Now I was the enemy.
"I've been talking to Robert. He told

us that you and your husband have
done a terrible terrible thing. You have
invited him and... that... that... person

to your Seder. You have done a terrible
thing. A very very bad thing, Mrs
Bemstein." He kept repeating, in a
hard, driven voice, "A very very bad
thing indeed Mrs Bemstein. You are a
very very very bad Jew."
I looked at my hand holding the
receiver. I held it away from my ear. I
could still hear the voice. I tried to
speak for myself.
"David, wait a minute."
"You wait a minute, Mrs Bemstein,"

he repeated, "You wait a minute." And
he carried on accusing me, bluntly, a
violence in his voice that made me
wince with fear. I imagined if he was
standing in front of me, I'd have been
absolutely terrified. I imagined he was
saying, not Bemstein but Burnstein!
I was a witch. In another century,
another place, he would see me bum!
******

Why didn't I put the receiver down?
Because of the good years. And
because I heard, behind the fury, the
anguisJi of a broken, if bigoted, heart.
What in our religion had brought an
otherwise
hardworking
decent,
hospitable couple to behave this way?
Voice shaking I tried to defend myself.
"First of all, David," I said, "You
have absolutely no right to yell at me
like that. Secondly, as it happens I
haven't invited Robert and Sophie to
our Seder, but you have no right to tell
me what I can do. No right at all. And
you have absolutely no right to be so
rude and to yell at me."
Martin came home to find me in
tears. After much persuasion, he picked
up the phone on my behalf to speak
with you. You answered the phone. I
was doubly hurt and astounded by what
you said, Natalie.
"David was angry but for good

reason. There have been lots of things,
continued on next page
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things in the past. Madeleine has Said
Things."
Never, before or since have I been
exposed to such coldness, such anger,
such bitterness. I was tom between a
kind of reactive fury against both of
you, and a sense of profound pity for

Robert - but my mind was already
asking questions. What had I said?
Why were you blaming me?
Martin pointed out, helpfully, that
during the boys' teenage years, I had
indeed been finding my feet in what
felt for me like a meaningful and
fulfilling Jewish identity. So of course
I took in my stride the liberal
interpretations of all the mitzvot, and
what I love most in Refomi - the
attempt to combine a sense of all the
richness of Jewish culture and history,
with an openness and warmth which
(in my really believing moments)
comes from God himself, within and
towards the non-Jewish world.
How much of this had I ever shared
with Robert?
The mystery was solved by Ilan and
Kate that evening. Ilan recalled how in
his teenage years, Robert would indeed
complain that you were becoming
inflexible in your Jewish observance.
When he and you had arguments at
home, he would say, "Mrs Bemstein
doesn't mind."
Or
"Madeleirie
Bemstein doesn't mind. Ilan told m6."
When you began to move towards
more Orthodox practice, and I was
fmding my way toward Reform, Robert
seemed reluctant to follow you. When
you criticized him, his friend Ilan's
liberal environment came up in the
conversation.
So what? So now you blame me for
the breakdown in your family
structure? For the fact that the years
are inexorably beginning to pass by,
Robert and Sophie are the proud

parents of a dark-eyed little tot who
has yet to meet her paternal
grandparents. And this is what Jewish
life in the twenty first century is
supposed to be like?
******

Then came the Rosh Hashanah when
I met you, Natalie, as we were both out
for a walk in Hawlhom Park. Were you
heading for "Tashlich" by the stream?
I faced you, and spoke to you. I said
something cutting like, "May we all
have a good year, full of goodwill,
mutual acceptance and tolerance."
Tears came into your eyes. You
apologized.

"I am sorry about what happened

that time. David and I were very upset
and we took it out on you," you said.
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Even the trees approved. They tuned a
deeper shade of gold in the autumnal
background, and I gushed in gratitude,
"What better a day than Rosh

Then came the
Rosh Hashanah
when I met you,
Natalie as we
were both out fior

a walk in
Hawthorn Park.
Twere you heading
f ;or ``Tashiich"

by the stream?
I faced you, and
spoke to you. I
said something
cutting like,

``May we all have

a good year, f lull
Of goodwill,

muha,I
acceptance and
tolerance."
Tears co[me into
your eyes.
You apologized.

Hashanah for such an apology! It is
rightly given and warmly accepted!
Thank you!" Tears came to my eyes,
and I rushed home to phone Ilan and
Kate.
"The tide has tuned in Robert's

family His mother apologized to me
for their rudeness four years ago.
Things will change. I bet they'1l be
picking up the phone to Robert any day
now!"
******

That was three years ago. With some
residual fear that you will find out and
will turn up on our doorstep like
avenging furies, we have now invited
Robert, Sophie and the little one to two
consecutive Seders.
Robert appears uneasy. Who can
blame him? He and his little family
belong at your Seders, and not ours.
But until such a time as you find it in
your hearts to be reconciled, we will
continue to honour them at our table.
Am I betraying people I used to be
happy to call friends? Yes. Am I doing
it to stand up for what I believe in?
Yes. Am I doing it because you, David,
took it upon yourself to shout and bully
and yell at me? Yes. Am I doing it
because I have moved thoughtfully
away from orthodoxy myself, but I
would hate it if my brothers or parents
stopped inviting us to
Jewish
occasions? Yes!

This Pesach things could be
different. Pick up the phone. Invite
them. Behave honourably, and with
love. Sophie's a delightful person, but
her character is hardly relevant. The
festival of freedom means so much to
me. It means appreciating free will,
with a free spirit given to us by God.
My free Jewish conscience calls me to
call you to be inclusive, tolerant, and
accepting.
(In my family of origin, by the way,
which contains several rabbis and their
countless offspring, there is less
bigotry than I have found in your
attitude to Robert and Sophie. I moved
towards Refomi out of conviction, not
because anyone directly tried to drive
me away.)
Dear Natalie and David, I whte to
persuade you to think again. Do you
really want the doors to Jewish life to be
slammed shut in your beautiful grandchildren's faces? Cfeczg Sczmeczch .
MADELEINE BERNSTEIN z.s' cr wrz./er /I.v!.ng
in Manchester. In this article, names, identities,
ages, and many other details have been
changed.
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THE NIGHT OUR S..\,``l``GAVI UP OUR TE
Colette Littman
Memories, images in darlaness born
Emotions reviving ancient dreo[ms
VIi,sions travelling a travelled space
Life rising from ti,meless past

I

F

I

HAVE

NO

SPECIAL

recollections of the 1940s, it is

because of the kind of child I was
at the time rather than for any other
reason. Cairo, where I was born and
grew up, escaped the turmoil, the
horrors of the war years and, if anything,
became a more emancipated city; by
this I mean a more European city. Life
for me kept its usual secure routine:
school homework, bed and school
again, almost a ritual, still a life not
entirely devoid of a sense of anxiety but
one which was not caused by the fear
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of any sudden traumatic event, or by
some impending inhuman laws aimed
at the Jewish community. On the
contrary, Jews enjoyed a better quality
of life in those days and it was
fashionable for well-to-do families to
entertain English soldiers -Jewish ones

preferably - for Shabbat lunch, though
this was part of my parents' life, one
from which I was excluded since my
family's idea of a girl's upbringing was
a combination of Jewish and Muslim
immovable principles.
Europe was devastated by war;

unspeakable clines were constantly
committed while I R-as{ed my time
away daydreaming, not e`'en aware of
being spared, not e`-en thanlrful to be
alive.Imustsaythatnotmanychildren
of my age T+.ere as detached as I was

from the realities of life. What
concerned me more in those days was
the quality of the light which flooded
over the flat coimtryside, the sense of
space born from the sight of the desert,
the symbolism expressed by the
pyramids outlined against a cloudless
sky. The pyramids, the venue for our
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Sunday outing, which I was told were
built by Pharaohs' Hebrew slaves, by
my forefathers who like myself lived
in and left the land of Egypt forever.
One of my more persistent, more
moving childhood memories of Cairo
is that of a special Passover night. Even
though my life has changed drastically,
Passover still brings back for me the
strong smell of naphthalene balls
generously sprinkled on the recently
spring-cleaned runners and carpets, on
the velvet curtains ready to be stored in
the dark recesses of the basement

during the long summer months, until
the return of the first days of auturm.
My father used to read the Haggadah
from begiming to end in Hebrew and,
as I could not either speak or
understand a single word of it, I was
unable to embrace the mystical
meaning, the lasting lesson of the

_

€__-`

-------- _

,-

_

Passover story. It was to be replaced
for me by a childhood drama which
Passover night became associated with

for many years and which prevented
me from fathoming its universal
message.
On that particular Passover night, as

our guests were preparing to leave at
the end of the festival, my aunt Esther
discovered that the safe where she kept
the family jewels had been broken into
while we were having dinner.
Suspicion fell on the boczb Ali, a tall

gaunt man of the desert who had been
in the service of the family since my
grandfather's days. From among our
many servants, Ali was the one I liked
the most for he gave the anxious child I
was a deep sense of security. I could
sleep in peace knowing that he was
protecting our house, as if he was some
guardian angel with deep tribal marks

continued overleaf
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Colette on loft with older sister Mc[ryse

The day Of my 9th birthday
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Colette (centre) at the Pyramids: 1951

Vie;w from my house in Zcunalek, Cairo, overloolcing the Jardin de la Grotte

on his dark face. I felt betrayed and
vulnerable as the fundamental safety
of the parental home had been violated.
On that special Passover night, as we
were recalling the miraculous event of
the freedom of the Hebrew slaves, I
lost my personal freedom and became
enslaved to fear. I never saw or heard
of Ali again. Justice in Egypt was
surrmary in those days.
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The carpets would reappear, the
curtains were hung again towards the
middle of November when night fell
early and when life, which had
reassumed its routine pattern after the
hot summer months, had entered a
more settled phase, just in time for my
birthday party which I shared with my
elder sister. I remember that the house
seemed different on that day, decorated

with sweet scented flowers. We were
allowed a glimpse of the dining room
table before the arrival of the guests. It
was covered throughout its length and
width with Groppi-famed delicacies,
at the centre of which was a huge pink
birthday cake towering over wobbly
red and green jellies, dishes of tiny
sandwiches. Dressed in my new party
frock with a silk sash matching the
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Perched on the Sphil'ix - third from left

rf e iF3e P3;Tanrid -right, f ront row

ribbon in my hair, I would go to my
mother's boudoir to seek her approval.
My mother would kiss me and gently
pinch my cheeks to make them rosy, a
ritual which added to the mystery of
the day. She would attach round my
neck a gold chain with its turquoise
stone to guard me against the evil eye,
would give me my gold bracelet with
my name "Colette" engraved on it and
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my ring in the shape of a heart.
Feeling as if I was endowed with
special powers I would look at myself
in my mother's tall mirror, strangely
apprehensive. A furtive apparition
would be looking at me, a mysterious
child as if apecially adorned to perform
a sacred age-old cult which marks the
constant flow of the pivotal present
which joins past to future threading

time through human life, the very
motion of time. Moved by something
beyond my grasp I would turn away
from the unfamiliar image and run to
the tall French windows criss-crossed
with stripes of brown sticky paper to

prevent them from shattering in case of
air raid, from where I would glimpse
the arrival of my friends.
continued on next page
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Inside one Of the Pyrcunids of Giza. Colette is fif.th from lei.t.

Jardin de la Grotte - Za:malek

The window overlooked the Jardin
de la Grotte in Zamalek where I lived
and beyond it, further away in the near
distance, the flat roofs of the Cours
Morin where I went to school. I would
see, gliding through the dishevelled
foliage of old eucalyptus, the tall white
sails of the feluccas with their heavy
cargo on their way up and down the
Nile, that great river which ringed my
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island world. Impatient, I would
scratch the brown sticky paper like
prison bars restricting my view, not
knowing that far beyond the world of

gardens, of birthday parties, of pretty
dresses was a dark world of real prison
bars behind which were children of my
own age deprived of their humanity, of
their freedom and of their lives because
they belonged as I do to that special

people who revealed to mankind its
own humanity, its right to freedom and

the sanctity of life .
COLLETTE LITTMAN iv¢£ bor# z.# Ccz!.ro,
Egypt, in 1931 to a French Sephardic Jewish

family where she studied in a French School.
She was expelled from Egypt in 1956 following
the Suez Canal crisis and came to England. She
is the widow Of the late Louts Littman, and the

founder of The Littman Library of Jewish
Civilization, which she continues to run.
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RUDE
beginning. The authors of
Jewish Dream
- a.
LET'STheSTART
AT Book
THE
professor of religious studies and her
student daughter - start this glossy
American paperback by saying that
they've written a "bedside companion...
that may help you better understand

your dreams and enrich your lives". In
other words, it's a self-help book. And
one - as are many in that genre - that is
in thrall to the incurable optimism and
self-belief contained in the American
psyche; the no-holds-barred frontier
spirit of U.S. history transferred from
the exploration, conquering and
development of the land -geographical
space -to the personal development and
"enrichment" (interesting word) of each
individual's inner, psychological
"space": ``there's gold in them there
dreams..."

The back cover informs us that it's
being marketed as ``Spirituality/

Judaism/Popular Psychology" - which
sort of gives the game away. It's
written in the belief that by bringing
back into contemporary awareness a
variety of traditional Jewish dream
practices, gathered from centuries of
Jewish folk (and mystical) traditions
about how to manipulate dreams for
our own ends, Jews today can gain
access to hidden sources of divine
revelation: "If we paid as much
attention to our own dreams as the
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ri\TITJAKENING
Howard Cooper

sages and the Jews of antiquity paid to
theirs, couldn't we also experience our
dreams
as...divine
gifts
of
instruction...?'' ®.11).

-- JENISH
DiREARE BOOK
The Ke}T fo Opening the Inner

Meaning of Your Dreams
Vanessa I.Oc:hs \witJz Elizabeth Ochs

fJewish I:ights Publishing,
W:bodsiock, Vermont, 2003)
pp. 10E, S16.95

ISBr 1-58023-132-2

So the authors introduce us to the
traditional practice
of "dream
±ncuba.t±on"

-

she'elat

chalom..

"asking the dream a question" - which
entails formulating a question before
you go to sleep and entrusting it to the
night's dreaming in order to provide
you with an answer. This is a
ritualised form of an experience
familiar to many: struggling during
the day with an unresolved issue

(emotional, personal, work-related or
a creative project), sleeping on it, then
finding that by the next morning
something has become clearer, or a
solution has presented itself, or you
just feel more confident about what
course of action you are going to take.
This may or may not involve
consciously remembering a dream.
But what the authors are suggesting is
that one can develop one's capacity to
receive this kind of new insight or
understanding by practising the rituals
they describe in such loving detail,

and that the resulting insights come
from God.
Now, I have no problem with the
underlying premise that sleep and
dreamtime can provide us with
important material which we can
continued on next page
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incorporate into our daily lives. David
Grossman, the Israeli novelist, once
described it like this: "When I write` a
story, I try to go to sleep with one
unfinished idea, an idea I haven't got
to the bottom of. The hope is that at
night, in my dreans, it will ripen". But
what I do have a problem with is the
authors' literalist assumptions as to
where the insights come from: "Bring

your concerns before God and request
insights through the dreans...Express
your intention to recall the divine
communications that may come to you
and your desire to discern God's voice
in your dreams" to.63).
So what's being presented here -in
this
naive,
sentimental
and
meretricious book - is the Jewish New
Age fundamentalist equivalent to
President Bush's simplistic Christian
fundamentalist pieties. Both picture a
divine being who will speak to
suitably-prepared
right-thinking
individuals. Both manipulate the texts
of their tradition for personal gain
(whether it is to mine them for clues as
to how best to nurture personal selfdevelopment, or to back-up - or guide
- complex political decisions). And
both are idolatrous. For both replace
the daunting unpredictability and
elusiveness of the divine engagement
with humanity with a superficial,
grandiose and formulaic vision of
God' s availability and responsiveness.
The traditional religious picture of
God's (maybe questionable but
ultimately inscrutable) omnipotence
which contrasts with human fallibility,
is replaced in these pernicious Jewish
and Christian versions with the fantasy
of human omnipotence which can
influence the divine to respond to our
wishes, our own devoted bidding. No
longer "thy will be done" but "my will
be done".

Admittedly the book has the
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superficial charm of a fairy tale - it has
a section describing the practice of
fe¢fczvczz cfecz/o772, "transforming a bad

drear into a good one" - and might
appeal to those who prefer to live their
lives in a kind of fantasy world where
everything can be made better if you
just wish it, and work at it in the right
way. But intellectually, this book is a
nightmare.
Take this opening attempt to outline
the role of dreams in the Bible - and
count the mistakes and the unwarranted
assumptions: "The divine origin of
dreams is demonstrated in the story of
Joseph, the most famous dreamer and
dream interpreter. He is a thirdgeneration dreamer. It was his father,
Jacob, who encountered God through
a dream of a ladder with ascending
and descending. angels; Joseph's
grandfather, Abraham, experienced
afflrmation that he would be the father
of a great nation through a dream. One
can imagine that the members of that
family were trained to discern God's
presence in their dreams and were not
surprised to be chosen as vessels
through which God's will was made
known in dreams. Significantly, they
didn't hesitate to act upon dream
messages they received" a.18).
Firstly: Abraham, of course, wasn't
Joseph's grandfather - there are four
generations between them. (Don't
writers read their own work before
submitting it? Don't publishers employ
editors any more?).
Secondly: the Bible never connects
Abraham with dreams - Genesis 15
describes a "vision" which opens
Abraham to an understanding about his
future; and when later in the same
chapter it describes him falling into a
"deep sleep" it uses a rare word,
fczrc7e77€czfe - used too in reference to

Adam and Jonah - which seems to
point towards a kind of trance-like state

where
unconscious
knowledge
becomes available, but a state which
the text is careful to distinguish from a
"dream".
Thirdly:
the sentence
beginning "One can imagine..." is an
authorial fantasy, an imaginary
Midrash-like construction. One can
indeed `imagine' that it signifies more

about the wish-fulfilment needs of the
authors than it is a true rendering of the
Biblical account. And fourthly: the
sentence begirming "Significantly..."
is significant only in exemplifying the
authors' failure to back up their
concocted assertions about the
Biblical narrative with any textual
evidence.
All this would be laughable, if it
were not so sad. Sad not only because
this book traduces a fascinating and

complex topic - the nature and
significance of dreams in the Bible but also because it is symptomatic of a
wider failure. To write a book entitled

The Jewish Dream Book w.ithout
mentioning the unconscious is a
staggeringly dishonest achievement.
Like writing a book describing why
apples fall from trees, or people who
throw themselves from tall buildings
don't float upwards to heaven, without
mentioning Newton and the laws of
oravity.
Freud is co-opted on one occasion a quotation of his which draws an
analogy between his method of
intexpreting dream symbols and "the
technique of interpretation used by the
ancients, to whom dream interpretation
was identical with intexpretation by
means of symt)ols" (Freud, 07?
Drecz77€s,1911). Unfortunately, the

authors misunderstand the passage, for
if there's one thing that Freud's
voluminous and convoluted texts on
dreams make clear it is the huge
conceptual distance he has travelled
away from the simple symbolic
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equations of the ancient mind. Such
equivalences as these: "if you dream
your nose falls off, you will stop
feeling angry"; "if you enter a marsh in

your dream, you will be the head of a
school"; "if an ox kicks you in a dream,
a long journey awaits you". The
authors record dozens of these socalled "interpretations" (from the
B 'rczcfeof section of the Babylonian

Talmud), and we could treat them
merely as a fascinating insight into the
Hebraic mind of two thousand years
ago, were it not for the fact that the
same kind of approach to dream
intexpretation seems to underpin their
book.

Although they sensibly acknowledge that there is ``no single correct
interpretation of a dream but rather
multiple possible interpretations that
could each reveal some true and
important aspect of its meaning" to.52)
- an admirably post-Freudian psychoanalytic sentiment, which has some
interesting Talmudic precedents: they
quote Rabbi Bana'ah who went to
twenty-four dream interpreters in
Jerusalem, received twenty-four different inteapretations of his dream, and
declares "Yet every interpretation was
correct ! " -nevertheless the underlying
ethos of this book is that do-it-yourself
dream interpretation is basically all a
matter of decoding the symbols you
recognize and ignoring what they call
(following the Talmud) the "nonsense".

But what if it's the apparent "nonsense" that you need to listen to? That
which is not-yet-sense may often feel
like "nuisance" - until enough attention is paid to it to allow it to become
"new-sense". (Dreams often utilize
puns, even bad ones: the unconscious
is a wily operator and well-versed in
utilizing the multiplicities of language)-
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To write
a book entitled
The Jewish
Dream Book

without mendoring
the uncons cj,ous
is a staggeringly
dishonest
achievement. hike

The authors' misleading attitude to
dream
decoding
is not only
intellectually unsophisticated but is
also potentially dangerous. Take the
example they give of preparing a
"dream question" and then interpreting

the result: "if your drealn question was,
`Is this the right time to break up with

my partner?', and in your dream you
recall the closing of a door or the
cutting of a ribbon, you may have an
answer that it is indeed time to seek
closure or sever ties" a.64). Well, it
777cz); mean that; but - even on the

witiltg a book

simplest level, let alone the twenty-

des cribing wky

opposite view. Maybe the door that
needs to be closed is to one's fantasies

apples f;all f rom
trees, or people
who throw
themsehies f rom
fczJJ
ildings
don't f loaf apwond,s
to heaven, witho.ut
mentioning Newton
and the lows
Of grcwity.

fourth - it may point towards the

about separation from your partner and
how much better life would then be.
Maybe the cutting of a ribbon points to
your unconscious recognition that the
ties that bind you to childhood modes
of emotional functioning are limiting
you. And so on, and so on...

Freud called dreams "the royal road
to the unconscious": they provide us
with a signiflcant way into our hidden
selves - those layers of experience and
memory, hopes and wishes, which are
part of who we are but might be too
distressing (or exciting) to hold
consciously in mind. Through the
technique he called "free association"
- saying whatever came to mind

without censoring the thoughts - he
encouraged his patients to allow
themselves to make use of a dream's
images. Whether or not dreams are
meaningful, they are good to make
meaning with. They are spiritual
resources - a recognition shared by
Judaism and psychotherapy alike I
RABBI HOWARD CO0PER I.I a pst);cAoanalytic psychotherapist and writer. His latest
booA I.s The Alphabet of Paradise: An A-Z of
Spirituality for Everyday Life /Dczrfo#,
Longman & Todd).
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ALL PUZZLES

ho runs the clinic, looked up
hen I came into the office last
HROLD,TlmpsyclHATRIST
Tuesday. "There's a young chap" he
said, "his name's Stephen -his parents
came from the same place near Vilna

where mine came from - and I'd like
you to take him on. I know you'll be
nice and matemal to him. His problem
is that he's got a couple of congenital
abnormalities he just can't live with not the sort of things he can hide with a
clever haircut or long sleeves or a polo
necked sweater. It's his head - it's a
peculiar shape and he has a very offputting facial jerk as well. Absolutely
nothing wrong with his IQ, but he's so
inhibited about his appearance, that
day-to-day personal relations - never
mind about the intimate ones - are a
terrible problem. The jerk gets worse
when he's anxious and he's anxious
most of the time". He paused. "Have
you seen thf3 fllm The Elephant Man?
If you have, you'll know that he
acquired the name from his grotesque
facial overdevelopment, due to a rare
inherited condition. The fellow had
lived, a recluse in the East End of
London in the 1880s, until he was
stumbled upon by the surgeon Sir
Frederick Treves, a consultant at the
London Hospital. Sir Frederick lifted
him out of obscurity and finally
introduced him and the outside world
to each other. Stephen's not as bad as
that, but I imagine he shares some of
the same sort of feelings." I thought a
bit. "From what I remember," I began,
"the Elephant Man found someone to

love him. Perhaps our young man will
too - if he waits long enough."
Harold stirred uneasily. "You're
quite right," he said. "Actually we have
lived through something rather like that
in my own family. I have an aunt, who
must have been well into her late
forties when she got pregnant for the
first time. She should have had a
hospital delivery, but they had an old
GP - you couldn't tell him anything,
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knew everything, had to do it all
himself - they worshipped him,
thought he was God. In the event, my
aunt was nearly dead before he would
admit that she was in obstructed labour.
Things had gone badly wrong. She had
to be driven more than a hundred miles
to Cape Town, where miraculously the
baby, a boy, was delivered alive. He
seemed
to
pass
the
usual
developmental milestones okay, that
is as far as his mental capacity was
concerned, but very soon an awful
tremor of the hands showed up along
with
spasmodic
involuntary
movements of his head. However, as
he got older, this kid worked out a
whole battery of ways to cope with his
afflictions - even played a good game
of chess, although he had to hold his
hand above his head and swoop down
at speed when he needed to move a
man on the board. My aunt, widowed
soon after he was born, entered a
chronic anxiety state over how he
would manage alone in the world when
she was dead.
He was in his early twenties, when
my cousin announced he had fallen in
love with a very pretty girl, who clearly
loved him in return. It was too good to
be true and the truth was that she had
epilepsy -the fits not frequent, but the
diagnosis beyond doubt. My aunt hit
the roof and said they would get
married over her dead body. Can you
believe it? You'd have thought she'd
have been in seventh heaven that her
son had found somebody who could
see past the twitching to the man
underneath. Why are people so
peculiar?" He shook his head.
"Harold," I began, "You do know why

she was like that. He was her own, one
little lamb, whom she had made herself
with so much difficulty. She had long
ago stashed away the conscious
knowledge of what he looked like. All
she had at eye level was her terrible
need to make up to him for what she

had done - that fantasy women have
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offer him and she did not have what
he did want. As a fully fledged adult,
he was at last able to cock a snook at
the world he'd had to fit in with for so
long and the Afrikaaner establishment
into the bargain. Needless to say, my
aunt went to pieces. Actually, she is
still alive and in an Old Person's
Home - just sits and mutters all day
about children and ingratitude and
being left alone to die. It didn't have
to be like that, but she couldn't bring
herself to move one millimetre in my
cousin's direction. Why do they do
these things?" He seemed to be
waiting for a reply. Finally I managed
one. "Harold, you're in the business
of dealing with people and the things
they do -it's been your job for years
and you're still looking for an answer
- you're still puzzled - still
surprised." He shook his head sadly.

"No, no, I'm not surprised any more that they, personally, are responsible
for every flaming thing that happens to
their children." A minute passed before
Harold continued. "I left South Africa
soon afterwards and had been in
England three years when my sister
wrote to me, that our cousin had found

someone else who was able to love

him. This tine the girl was black. You
can imagine my aunt's reaction, but
the young man had leaned a lot by
tLen and the couple went off
somewhere and made a home together.
He did not want what his mother had to

but people are odd, aren't they?" .
DR THERESA TURK I.a fAe c7crzjgfefer o/
Polish immigrants who settled in England. She

became a doctor, first in full-time general
practice and then in psychotherapy. She
contributes regularly to MANNA and writes
Poems.
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HOPE SPROUTS
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articles: your editorial, and the lftikhar
Malik essay; both of which I read
several
times
to
obtain
full
comprehension.
The Bleakness is largely in our own
minds. So much good has happened
during the past fifty-three years in
IsraelAalestine.
Several million Jews have settled
there in relative peace. The country has
converted from a British administered
colonial state into an independent
country; with about 79% Jewish, 22%
Muslim and 1% Christian population.
All have the right to vote and the

parliament (Knesset) has many
Muslims. How many other Middle
Eastern countries have such a
democratic structure, with free voting
for its Muslim population?
continued on next page
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At the same time as this issue of
MANNA was delivered, we were
attending a most moving evening at St
John's Smith Square, where an Israeli
orchestra with Muslim Israeli soloist
put on a lovely concert in aid of the
Israeli village, Beth Shalom, with its
50% each Jewish/Muslim population.
This is a wonderful community, and
there will be others like it. The League
of Jewish Women also had music
provided by a Jewish/Muslim orchestra
at their international gathering in Paris
last month. The old centre of Haifa still
has Muslims and Jews sharing the same
facilities.

The Muslim population of Israel has
increased substantially since 1947. Yet
in no country is everything perfect.

Israel suffers from a small group of
thugs or terrorists, who do horrible
things. They are disliked and
disapproved of by the majority of
Muslims. Then we have the same
situation here in UK. The difference is
that our police force is respected, and
deals with the situation in an
acceptable way.
In Israel, the
government action has been clumsy
and unacceptable to the Muslim
population and to a probable majority
of the Jewish population. The barbed
wire wall is obviously crude and
wrong. It must be possible for the joint
populations to take joint action to
control/el iminate terrori sin.
Ask the party from Alyth Gardens
Synagogue who have just returned
from a wonderful trip to Israel. They
do not see the situation as bleak.
In 500 years, the relationship
between Muslims and Jews has been
excellent, with but a couple of
occasions when the Muslims attacked
their Jewish fellow citizens. Those
cases were caused primarily by
external factors and by those ruling the
country where the attack happened.
The past record of relationship between
Jews and Christians and between
Catholics and Protestants, has been
ghastly. Yet today they live together in
peace and goodwill.
Three suggestions that could initiate
a peaceful discussion between the two
oroups:-

I. Make the official name of the
country "Israel/Palestine".
2. Persuade the Prime Minister and
the Muslim leader to stand down,
so that each group can believe that
a peaceful and progressive
relationship will develop. Believe
it, and it will happen.
3. Encourage the two friendly Muslim
neighbouring countries to close the
refugee calnps on their territories,
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and absorb the residents. Several
western charities would assist if
needed.

The world media only looks for bad
news. Do we have to follow that trend
when there is good news to report?

John M Davis

FIFTY YEARS
Sir'

The fundamentals that determine the
present relations between Jews and
Arabs, and Judaism and Islam, are
rarely discussed.
They include:
1. Rabbi Hugo Gryn's "Prophecy"
As I received it, Hugo articulated
a view that monotheist revelation
had been delivered at Sinai deliberately in "no-man's land" -so
that it did not "belong" specifically
to Israel. For around 2000 years the
responsibility of witnessing to this
revelation had been carried by us
Jews. This relationship, plus several
texts (none of which should be
regarded as totemically central)
influenced notjust Jews but perhaps
especially several of our enemies to
see us as superior and exclusive.
However, Islaln took up the baton
- in as close to an updated version as

one might wish for - when it set out
armed with Mohammad's received
revelations.

In effect, Judaism is a creed of
monotheism incubated for quite a
long while in a particular group and which eventually re-seeded
itself for universal distribution,
courtesy of Islam.
Thus, there is no problem

between Judaism and Islam.
This will come about when Jews
realise the content and traditions of
Islam and when Muslims realize the
content and traditions of Judaism.
Eventually, it should be possible
for Muslims to evolve their concepts
of dar-ul-Islam and Of dhimmis, at
least insofar as to recognize Judaism
as the prototype of their own very
selfsame religion, albeit one which
was not taken further afield in a
missionary way, but kept tribal though we do know that large
nulnbers of converts did extend the
biological family of Abraham. In
this perspective, Muslims should
know of the attachment to the Land
and in this way Muslims should be
able to see the Land of Israel as
appropriate place for the Jewish
people, and not in any sense a
challenge to the teITitory of dczr-af/Js/czm. Judaism is toroto)Islam.

2.All this will take at least two
generations to establish.

Thus no "peace plan" which has
a time-scale for implementation especially of territorial arrangements -of less than two generations
is of much use at all. Indeed, many
such impatient formulations will do
more harm than good.
The reasons why nations and
leaders come up with "algebraic"
deals as "Peace Plans" is fatigue
with suffering, fuelled by "media"
impatience
("time
is
short/
something has to be done").
In my view, Christendom is not
really as close to the other two true
monotheisms as some try to make
out. There are so many reasons why
one says this - but Christian-Islamic
relations are defined by the
Crusades, and by the Muslim view
of those eruptions. This was not an
ephemeral and sometime negotiable
dissension - it is fundamental, and is
expressed in the inscriptions up on
the inside of the Dome of the Rock where several Koranic verses are
quoted to the effect that one should
not take Jesus as divine. No such
Koranic texts differentiate Islam
from Judaism.
3. As to shorter term problems I offer
some severe critics the thought that
Hitler planned a judenrein continent
of Europe (though he didn't quite
achieve it); it may not matter if
Kenya is, was or would become
judeurein, but who can seriously,
now, or ever call for judenrein in
Judaea? It might eventually come
to it that while Muslim and Christian
Arabs live in pre-97 Israel, ironically
some of the least "Jewish" parts of
old Judaea, Jews would and indeed
should live in a new Arab/Muslim
statelet south of Jerusalem.
I would go as far as dumping the
Latin name of Palestine - dubbed
for propagandist reasons 2000 years
ago - even if the local Arabs have
adopted that "identity" and talk in
terms of a "new separate Arab state",
or "cis-Jordan".
4.We should look for/develop
perceptions and analyses from good
social anthropologists who have
studied the communities of Gaza,
south and north of Jerusalem, and
Bedu in between, to evolve a
"historical linguistic" analysis of the

potential integrity of what is now
proposed as a Palestinian nation.
Even if we have not got the answers
here, we should at least ask
questions.

Mallory Wober
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NEW YEAR BEGINS WITH
an old scare. More unmanned missiles will be criss-crossing the high
skies in all directions - mainly our own,
we are insistently warned. The number
of suicide bombers finding new paths to
fresh targets can only multiply. All of
which will be the inevitable violence in
the clash of civilizations, the currently
fashionable phrase for strife in the world.
My world class binoculars, and not
only mine, present a calmer picture. The
line against terror is being held by
President Bush, if he is allowed a
mention in a family periodical. In the
east President Putin, a more sinister
figure, has also reduced the fifty or so
ethnic conflicts in the former Soviet
empire to a fraction of their volume a
decade ago.
As for civilizations, they are not states,
they have no armies and no central
command. Osama Bin Laden is indeed a
Muslim, but he commands no power

between loyalty to abstract principles and
their immediate flesh-and-blood
workmates. I owe an extra interest in
Vanunu to the rabbi who in my mid-teens
supplied me with enough fuel to keep my
love of Judaism aflame for the rest of my
life. He lived in a bedsit practically
opposite the police station in Temple
Fortune, Golders Green. His name was

Moritz Freier, he had been rabbi of
Berlin's oldest synagogue and was here
scraping a meagre living teaching kids
like me. But he gave his family name to
two of the towering Jewish achievements
of the twentieth century. His wife Recha,
from whom he was by then separated,
founded the Youth Aliyah. And his son
Shalhebetstudiedphysics,workedatthe
WeimannlnstituteinRechovot,became
chairman of Israel's fledgling nuclear
anthority,andsetintraintheresearchand
production that gave Israel such nuclear
weapons as she now possesses. And
while Vanunu's name will shortly again
trip off many a lip, Freier's will remain
in oblivion. Roving that fame, however
deserved, can never compete with
notoriety.

*

base.

And while a synagogue here or Jewish
communal building elsewhere may be a
terror target - probably not as many as
we are sometimes led to believe - we
Jews are not players in the clash of
civilizations. For one thing, there are too
few of us -just 12 million against the
hundreds of millions of Christians,
Hindus and Muslims. For another, most
of our 12 million no longer have
knowledge of or allegiance to Judaism.
They are part of the other civilizations in
which they live.
The year 2004 may be turn out to be
delightful, disturbed or disastrous. But a
clash of civilizations we shall not see
this year, this decade or this century. For
like the end of civilization, also gleefully
promised by some prophet-professor, it
is no more than a figment of some overactive academic imagination.

*1
n\mAINENT RELEASE DUE
this spring of Mordechai Vanunu,
the Israeli nuclear scientist who
spilled some of Israel's top secrets into
the world press and earned the best part
of two decades in jail as a reward, leaves
me swinging without commitment
between doubt and joy. Doubt because I
am uncomfortable about all whistle
blowers and the choice they make
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broken a record, so far seemingly

8RITISH
umoticed,
RABBIS
but IIAVE
worthy JUST
to be
beamed finn e`-Cry Jewish megaphone,
and of a big apot in the Guinness Book.
Theeofthemmadeanappearanceinthe
latesthonolnslist-threetinesmorethan
ever before in one list. And they set a
proud standard in integrity , remarkable
in 2004, Th'hen not one of them joined

the tawdry fashion of accepting an
honour and then publicly disclaiming it,
1ikethefieinlymintednewapaperlmight
who eagerly said "Yes, please" to the
Downingsifeetletterofferinghinatitle,
and four `L-eeks later tapped out pitiful
columns pleading `€don't call me 'Sir',
but remember 9 I a77z a knight." So a

double mazal tov to Rabbi Dame Julia
Neuberger, Rabbi Jonathan Romain,
MBE, and the Sephardi Rabbi Abraham
Levy; OBE. Each of their honours is
linked to the British Empire whose red
patches faded from the atlas a decade or
three ago. That in no way diminishes
theirachievements,ormyunboundedjoy
at their recognition.

#
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one recent dawn. For within hours he was
able to feed into his computer a block

booking from thirty-two rabbis plus one,
the Chief Rabbi himself.
A short while after touching the
ground at Ben Gurion aixport, they were
whisked to the modest presidential
residence - it is as far removed from a
palace as a bedsit is from a suburban
semi - for a little chat with Moshe
Katzav. The minister for tourism , whose
name escapes me for the moment, also
found time for them. And with that they
almost instantly saw the two men of
power and influence in Jerusalem, who
between them - could anyone doubt it
- decide on walls and fences, peace

plans and punishment raids, and
conveyed to them their "solidarity" with
their plight.
Another day or so later they were all
safely home again, having immeasurably
topped up the feel good factor in their
own stout hearts, and the London office
of EI Al.

#
A;rles::or:s::;gf:s:::iFeg:l::fe:::
taken the best part of a year's
embarrassing trawl to find a new
keyholder for its London embassy. The
fact that his no doubt perfect English
hides behind a Russian accent is joy to
my ears. It sounds so much softer than
the harsh Israeli intonation. Nor should
the fact that it has taken so long to find
someone willing to come to Kensington
Palace Gardens astound any observer. It
is a simple mirror reflection of the utter
irrelevance, in spite of the British
contingent in Iraq, of hfr Blair and Mr
Straw in the current power politics of the
Middle East.

#
even an older man's fancy turns to

IN THIS
APPROACH
TO the
SPRING,
thoughts
of passover. And
dread I
have of the wish increasing nulnbers will
have for me. "A kosher Pesach" they will
bid me. That devout wish has in recent
years seeped into the wider Jewish society
from ultra orthodoxy. It is as well
intentioned as it is pious. And like the best
meant wish for another's greater
godliness, is it not also just a tiny touch
patronising?
RABBI WILLIAM WOLFF i.a ffee regz.o#a/
rabbi in North East Germany. He has previously
served congregations in Wimbledon, Brighton,
Reading, Milton Keynes and Newcastle upon
Tyne. He trained at Leo Baeck College, and
started in the rabbinate as can assistcunt to the late
Rabbi Hugo Gryn at the West London Synagogue.
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THE STERNBERG CENTRE FOP JUDAISM
AN OPEN DOOR TO JEWISH LIFE
The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80 East End Pload, Finchley, at the heart of London's Jewish community,
is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.
It is the home of Britain's Pleform Movement, the Leo Baeck College-Centre for Jewish Education, Akiva School
and the New North London Masorti Synagogue. It also provides many amenities including a Library, Bookshop,
Cafeteria, Biblical Garden and extensive grounds.

Many programmes at the Sternberg Centre are open to the general public. Below is a selection for
autumn. The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of
welcomes.
DATE FOR YOUR DIARY:

July 21St to 29th 2004

The RSGB Conference
June 25th -June 26th 2004

A `Jewish Journey' to sites connected with some
of the most painful moments of Jewish history...
And beyond, to those sites whose sweet
memories have been forever covered by pain.
The trip aims to be Serious and Social, Inspiring
and Engaging, Thoughtful and Experiential.
Sites include Krakow, Auschwitz, Galicia
including Kotz and Kazimierz Dolny, Warsaw

An invitation to all for Jewish Living and Learning

at Leicester University
Telephone: 020 8349 5646
Email: conference @ FleformJudaism.org.uk
JEWISH MUSEUM EXHIBITION

EAST END -WEST END
MAFICH - OCTOBEB 2004
A revival of the popular exhibition chronicling
Jewish life in London's West End. This exhibition

was first shown in 1994 and was one of the most
successful ever staged at the Jewish Museum,
Finchley. This exhibition, and the Jewish
Museum's permanent displays, will give a chance

and Treblinka.
There will be a possibility to extend your stay to
explore family links in Poland and/or Lithuania.
For more information Tel: Annie 020 8349 5646
Email: annie.simmons @ reformjudaism.org.uk

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
CENTRE FOFt JEWISH EDUCATION

to compare East End and West End experiences

THE SHIUF3

-and allow for plenty of nostalgic memories!

Study the Torah with the finest teachers and
students.
Themes from the Book of Leviticus and
Numbers
Spring Semester.
Commencing on Tuesday 20 January 2004
Telephone 020 8349 5600

For full details and accompanying events
Telephone 020 83491143
Email: enquiries @jewishmuseum.org.uk
THE JEWISH MUSEUM
Family History Workshop
This is an opportunity to find out how to research
your family roots.
Telephone 020 83491143
Email: enquir.lee ©jewishmuseum.org.uk

REFORIVI SYNAGOGUES OF GREAT BRITAIN
The Living Judaism Initiative invites you to join us
on another of our inspirational `Jewish Journeys'.
POLAND
`Two very different stories'

Led by Jeremy Leigh and Julian Pesnick

MANOR HOUSE LUNCH TIME RECITAL
Thursday 1.15pm -2pm
For recital date and details please contact
June Lewis 020 8349 5724
Before or after the recital we strongly
recommend a visit to our newly opened
`The Strudel Caf6''.

Open from 8.30am - 5.30pm.
Telephone 020 8349 5712
Email: info@strudelcafe.com

